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The effects of molecular architecture and block conformational asymmetry on

the

equilibrium bulk morphological behavior of strongly phase-separated, amorphous block

copolymers have been studied. Transmission electron microscopy techniques and small
angle x-ray scattering, as well as small angle neutron scattering, were primarily utilized to
characterize the block copolymer morphologies. Both architecture and block

conformational characteristics are found to be molecular parameters, in addition to the
relative

volume

fractions of the constituent blocks, with

which one can confrollably

manipulate the bulk morphological behavior.

The effects of novel molecular

architecture

were discerned via a systematic

morphological study of a series of simple graft AjB, or "Y", block copolymers where

A=polyisoprene (PI) and B=polystyrene (PS). In the microphase separated
to

B arm number asymmetry is introduced across

architecture. This

fraction

arm number asymmetry causes

the

AB

interface

to the

series as

A

simple graft

significant deviations in the

dependence of the morphologies formed by the A^B

vi

due

state a 2:1

volume

compared

to the

volume
volume

fraction

dependence of Unear diblock morphology. In addition,

fraction in the

A,B

series

where the two PI arms per molecule are

the concave side of the interface, a

which has not been predicted by

new morphology

in neat

first

block copolymers

forced to
is

observed

series of poly(isoprene-^?/ocA: -tert-

butylmethacrylate) linear block copolymers was characterized.

for a lower

unique

theory.

The bulk morphological behavior of a

dimension of PtBMA, due

at a

to its larger statistical

The

segment length

larger unperturbed

relative to PI, provides

PtBMA entropic chain stretching penalty in the microphase separated state.

This also causes the relative volume fraction windows in which
morphologies are

observed

to shift to

block than found

in

higher relative volume fractions of the more easily stretched

conformationally symmetric

In addition, initial

morphology

studies

linear diblocks with tunable conformational

AB linear diblocks.

on more complicated

graft architectures

asymmetry are presented.

•

vu

PtBMA

and
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CHAPTER
REVffiW OF MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES

1

ON UNIQUE BLOCK COPOLYMERS

FOCUSING ON ARCHITECTURAL EFFECTS AND GRAFT
COPOLYMERS

1.1

Background

Historical

Block copolymers have been subject

to

an amazing amount of research in the

polymer chemistry, physics, and engineering

fields of

for over the past

30

years.

The

covalent coupHng of chemically different chains into a single
molecule leads to an inherent

amphiphilic character in block copolymers which, in turn, provides
for unique behavior in
thin films, the bulk,

composites.

Due

to study a vast

and as modifiers

in

multicomponent solutions, blends, and

to significant synthetic

advances

scientists

and engineers are

able

and quickly growing number of types of block copolymers. While the

array of possible chemical constituents which can be incorporated as blocks

becoming

now

is

seemingly

limitless, the ability to precisely control the connectivity of constituent blocks,

and the ultimate architecture of the block molecule, has only recendy been developed.

The purpose of this chapter
theoretical

developments

is

to consolidate the experimental and, to a lesser extent, the

in the area of block

particular, graft copolymers.

The

on block copolymer research

in general

to

more chemically

copolymers with unique architectures and,

half of the chapter provides a historical perspective

first

and

progression from simple, model systems

its

diverse and architecturally complicated molecules.

emphasizes very recent developments

in

in the synthesis

The second

half

and experimental morphological

characterization of block copolymers with unique graft molecular architectures.

While

the primary focus of this thesis

copolymers with unique

the total

is

the bulk phase behavior of block

architectures, the underlying

the bulk phase behavior are the

behavior

is

same

as found in

thermodynamic principles defining

model

AB

linear diblocks.

The phase

determined by the magnitude of the segment-segment interaction parameter,

number of statistical segments, N, and

the relative

volume

fractions of the

x,

constituent blocks.

The combined parameter xN

block copolymer melt. Since
x

is

defines the strength of segregation in
a

inversely proportional to temperature,
at high

temperatures and low molecular weights the
diblock comprises a homogeneous melt.

However, by

raising

xN (lowering the temperature, increasing molecular weight,

removal of a nonselective solvent) a Unear

component system from a coUigative

AB

diblock melt, which

point of view, exhibits

meh the

when

considered a one

UCST-type phase behavior

similar to polymer solutions and blends. In
stark contrast to two

solutions and blends,

is

component polymer

a block copolymer phase separates from the

separation of component

is

homogeneous

A from B is limited to the dimensions of the respective

A and B block chains due to the covalent junction point between them.
undergoing what

or

Hence, upon

termed microphase separation from each other the blocks form
a wide

array of lattice symmetries and

domain shapes depending on

the relative

volume

fractions

of the respective blocks and the magnitude of xN. At high degrees
of phase segregation,
or large xN, one finds what are termed the traditional block copolymer
phases: cubic
arrays of spheres, hexagonally packed cylinders, and alternating lamellar
systems

depending on the relative volume fractions of the respective blocks

in the molecules.i

A vast majority of the experimental and dieoretical Uterature conceming block
copolymers involves research performed on bulk block copolymer systems and
microphase separation behavior. In order

to elucidate the

their

fundamental characteristics of

the microphase separation transition and basic block copolymer morphological behavior,

model systems have primarily been
diblocks and, to a lesser extent,

studied.

These model systems consist of linear

AB

ABA triblocks of two amorphous, conformationally

similar blocks lacking any specific enthalpic interactions between them such as hydrogen

bonding or dipole-dipole

interactions.

The reader is

directed to earlier reviews

which deal

predominantly with the morphological behavior of these types of model systems.^-^ The
solid foundation of research

on model systems as well as refinement of anionic and

development of new block synthetic techniques have allowed researchers

2

to focus

on

Unear block copolymer systems with
more inherent complexity. These more complex,
linear block

copolymer systems include, but

AB

triblocks,^-H

dissimilarity

amorphous diblocks

in

between blocks (chapter 5

which there

1.2 Early

and

Complex

AB

is

amorphous

ABC

a degree of conformational

specifically addresses system of Unear
diblocks

containing conformational asymmetry),iM4
crystallizable,'5-i8

are not limited to,^ linear

ab

diblocks in which one block

is

rod-coil diblocks. i9.2o

Architecture Syntheses via Coupling Chemistry

Regardless of the actual chemical monomers used in the
above more complex

block copolymer studies, the blocks are aU covalendy Unked

polymer chains.

An

intuitive step to take in block

in series creating

copolymer research

is to

hnear

utiUze the

chemical constituents of the model linear diblock copolymer
research (amorphous,

conformationaUy symmetric blocks) and focus on the
architecture on the phase behavior.

morphology research had

to

effects of the actual molecular

The study of new

architectures in block

copolymer

wait for the development of the synthetic capability to

produce well defined molecules with novel connectivity between blocks. The earhest
manifestations of the concept to study architectural effects was to utilize chlorosilane and
divinyl benzene
is

(DVB) couplmg chemistry

to

make (AB)„

starblocks in which every

an identical diblock copolymer. In the microphase separated

architecture
relative

was found

volume

number of arms

to

behave almost identically as

fractions of

A and B.^^i

Only

at large

state the

(AB)^

linear diblocks with the

arm

star

same

arm molecular weights and high

did the architecture sUghdy shift the relative volume fraction dependence

of the observed morphologies from that found in linear diblocks. More recently, similar

coupling chemistry has been used in other systems to study cyclic block copolymers'^ and

AgBg "Vergina"
connected to a

star

block copolymers where an equal number of

common junction

point's-^*

A and B

arms are

These two types of architectures

qualitatively

displayed the same morphological behavior as found in linear blocks with the same

3

volume

relative

fractions of block species although
the

domain spacings had

different

scaling behavior than found in diblocks.
While the (AB)„, cyclic blocks, and A,B,
o
o

Vergina

stars all consist

in the architectures to

of novel molecular architectures, there

produce new phase behavior

in the

AB

interface, an

no inherent asymmetry

microphase separated

other words, after microphase separating
there are an equal

molecule across the

is

state.

In

number of A and B arms per

analogous situation to what

is

found

Unear

in

diblocks.

An
method

intriguing possibility afforded

utilized in the

asymmetry

into block

morphology. One
limited to just

is

(AB)„

star

star synthesis is the possibility of introducing
architectural

copolymer molecules and

directly observing

not limited to a symmetric number of

two types of block arms per molecule.

morphological possibilities

model A„B^

by the weU-controlled chlorosilane couplmg

graft

is

opened with the

copolymers and

its

A and B

effect

arms.

on

Nor

one

is

A whole new realm of

silane coupling chemistry through

which

ABC terpolymers, which have been termed miktoarm

copolymers from the greek word

^iiiCToa

meaning "mixed", and "comb" copolymers

with multiple grafts can be synthesized and studied. The remainder of the chapter

is

concerned with the experimental work, morphology characterization

which

in particular,

has been carried out very recently on such unique graft copolymer systems as well as
touching on some important theoretical studies concerning the phase behavior of such

systems.

1.3 Graft

Copolymers: Practical Uses and Predicted Phase Behavior

One
their

of the motivations behind morphological work on model graft copolymers

promise

in helping to

more complicated,

model and

rationalize the

pronounced modification

ability that

AB

multigraft,

multigraft copolymers have in polymer blends. These

or comb, polymers usually have an
teeth are connected at

random

is

A backbone from which an ill-defmed number of B

positions.

Due to

4

their inherent amphiphilic character they

have important

industrial uses as modifiers in

multicomponent polymer systems such as

composites, solutions, and, in particular, to
compatibilize blends.^^-" Linear block

copolymers have also been found

to greatly affect the miscibihty

and morphologies of

blends although only within very restrictive
limits in terms of their relative size and

chemical composition.2«.29 These shortcomings are
in addition

to the high cost of

synthesizing well-defined, Hnear block copolymers
which greatly limits any industrial
applications. Multigraft copolymers with varying
numbers, sizes, and placements of
grafts onto an

B

A backbone have been found to modify the miscibiUty of blends as well as,

or better than, linear block copolymers in addition to
being relatively simple to
produce.28.30.31

Other recent uses of easUy produced, ill-defined amphiphUic grafts

include increased impact resistance in glassy polymer matrices,32
permselective

microphase separated membranes," and as oil/water system

emulsifiers.^^ In order to

begin to understand the phase behavior of these complicated and ill-defined
multiple

graft,

or comb, copolymers several theoretical studies have focused on model systems in
the

melt and the criterion required for

microphase separated

state.

instability of the

homogeneous phase preceding

In particular, Olvera de la

Cruz and Sanchezes extended

mean-field theory of Leibler^^ to study the phase stability
factors for

homogeneous melts of increasing complexity

emanating from a

common junction

that slightly higher values of

separation of the

phase

an

and

point) to

A^B^ and (AB)„

graft molecules. Benoit

the

static structure

in molecular architecture,

xN (slightly lower temperatures)

more complex

stability for three types

copolymers,

criteria

simple grafts (two identical arms of A and a single

linear diblocks to

the

starblocks.

B arm
It

from

all

was found

are required for phase

and Hadziioannou^'' calculated

of multiblock copolymers; linear -(A-B)^- multiblock block

AB comb copolymers with evenly spaced, identical B

teeth

emanating from

A backbone, and (AB)^ starblock copolymers; and found that above a relatively low N

the microphase separation temperature of a melt no longer changes as

N increases.

Shinozaki, et al^^ extended the architectural complexity even further with calculations

5

concerning

AB comb polymers at the AB

interface of immiscible

with a number of B grafts placed at
specific integrals along the

A and B homopolymers

A backbone, as well as

placed randomly, in an attempt to model
more reaUstic systems used in blend
modification. This later study has recently
been extended to systems which varied the

number of teeth

and, therefore, the molecular weight of
the

comb

molecules.39

found that symmetric combs with equal volume
fractions of A and
reduction in the intcrfacial tension between

A and B.

simple graft and miktoarm terpolymers the mean

Sanchez were recently borne out

in the

B

It

was

caused the greatest

With the successful synthesis of

field predictions

of Olvera de

Cruz and

la

high temperature, homogeneous state via small

angle x-ray scattering experiments although deviations
were found
but above, the microphase separation temperature due to

in the regions close to,

fluctuations.-^^

experiments addressing more complex architectures such as

However,

comb copolymers have had

to

wait until rccenUy for the controlled syntheses of model systems
and are currently being
investigated.'''''^

1.4

Recent Complex Architecture Syntheses
Laboratory efforts to synthetically introduce controllable and precise architectural

asymmetry

into block

copolymers have

diphenylethylenes''^ and the

A and B

DVB

utilized various linking agents^ such as 1,1-

linking method''^ in order to produce

AnBn

stars

where

are of differing molecular weights, cationic polymerization,''^ and end-

functionalizcd polymers such as naphthalene-terminated polymers to produce A2B, or

simple

graft, molecules."^

polydispersities

However, these techniques generally lead

and imperfections

morphology and phase

in

arm numbers which make

to relatively

precise experimental

transition studies difficult. Conversely, as in the synthesis of

(AB)^ starblocks, chlorosilane coupling chemistry has been recendy used
asymmetric

high

graft molecules with high precision in

arm number

to

produce

in addition to the

extreme

precision in molecular weight afforded by the anionic syntheses of the incorporated arms.

6

The

first

attempt at an asymmetric graft copolymer
utilizing the chlorosilane coupling

method by Pennisi and

Fetters produced

arm polystyrene (PS) and polyisoprene

narrow molecular weight distribution of three-

(PI) stars

weight/^ This approach was utiUzed by

Mays

where one arm

in order to

differs in

produce the

first

molecular
well-defined

"simple graft" A,B system consisting of two
identical arms of PI both connected with
a
single

PS

graft at a single trifunctional silane coupling
point.^

scheme was extended

to

form

copolymer systems with completely controlled

Recent Developments

in

trifunctional coupling

ABC miktoarm terpolymer stars of PS, PI, and

polybutadiene (PB).49 These syntheses were the

1.5

The

first to

produce model asymmetric block

architectures

A2B and A3B Simple

and molecular weight.

Graft Morphology

Well controlled and precise syntheses of graft copolymers have opened
the door

to

experimental and theoretical study of these unique molecules which serve
as model

systems for more complicated branched or multi-grafted molecular architectures. The
simple graft architecture, along with

its

inherent amphiphilic character, provides for

complicated solution behavior. While the remainder of the chapter

morphological behavior of graft copolymers, much research
viscosity and rheology of

The

polymer molecules with unique

is

is

concerned with the

being done on the solution

graft

and

star architectures.

interested reader is directed to several recent publications and reviews concerning

solution viscosity and rheology research.^s-so^i

behavior of simple and multiple graft molecules

While a foundation of knowledge on
in the region

the

of the microphase separation

transition exists,35.'W only recently has the microphase separated, morphological behavior

of the simplest of the graft architectures, the
theoretically in the large

\B simple graft, been addressed

xN, strongly segregated regime.

Interestingly, while the

behavior of graft copolymers in the region of the microphase separation transition was
calculated and experimentally determined to be almost identical to that of linear

diblocks, the strongly phase separated bulk behavior

7

was found

to

be highly

AB

altered.

Milner utUized calculations developed for
strongly stretched polymer brushes
calculation of the phase behavior of

A,B and A3B simple

in his

The phase

graft systems."

behavior at the entire range of relative volume
fraction of B graft block was calculated.
Since

of the systems are assumed to be strongly
segregated and, therefore,

all

independent of ^N, the normal block copolymer
thermodynamic parameter of xN on the
abscissa of
e

phase diagram

tiie

= n>3(l^/l3)"2 where

statistical

for

n. is

vs. relative

the

segment length and

volume

fraction

on the ordinate

number of arms of species i and

v„ is the segmental volume.

The

=

1^

b^Vv^

where b

is

the

to differing chain

complete study of the effect of conformational asymmetry
between blocks

please see chapter 4)
and, therefore,

,

replaced by

of (1^''' accounts

ratio

any conformational asymmetry between the constituent
blocks due

statistics.(For a

is

is

The

species with the smaller value of 1^

favored on the convex side of the

asymmetry introduced by

AB

is

more

Due

interface.

the graft molecular architecture there

is

difficult to stretch

to the

arm number

a crowding of multiple

A arms on die same side of the AB interface joined at a common junction point with a
single

B

arm. In order to alleviate the crowding of the

A blocks die volume fraction

windows of stability of die various microphases found
shifted towards significantiy higher

volume

in linear diblock

fractions of the single

experimental motivation for die above calculations can be found

B

copolymers

graft block.

in the first

is

The

morphological

study of model graft miktoarm molecules in die bulk performed by Hadjichristidis, et al.^^

They syndiesized

B=PS and

an

several samples,

two of which, an A^B simple

find a bicontinuous and lamellar

shift in the

where A=PI and

ABC miktoarm terpolymer of PS and miscible PI and PB

microphase separated cylindrical microstructures

would

graft

volume

fraction

at relative

morphology

window of stability

with a series of

fractions

This

relative to linear diblock architecture is in

two works, by Pochan, Gido

The Milner theory was
et

al.^'*

rigorously

which dealt exclusively

\B molecules consisting of A = PI and B = PS (the reader

8

which one

in a linear diblock architecture.

quantitative accordance with the calculations of Milner.
tested for the first time in

volume

arms, formed

is

directed to

Chapter 2) and by Tselikas

and

B = PS

et

aU^ which

and several A,B with

A = PS

studied several

and

B=

PI.

In

A,B and A3B samples
Pochan

et al. the

of

A = PI

phase

behavior was in good quantitative agreement widi
Milner's calculations except for one
region of the phase diagram with low relative
volume fraction of PI where the two arms

of PI are

first

state, i.e. the

forced to the concave side of the PI/PS
interface in the microphase separated

lamellar to bicontinuous boundary.56 This novel
phase behavior, which

consists of worm-like domains of PI randomly
oriented in a

neat linear or (AB)„ star block copolymers,

of

initially

was

lattice

is

not found in

attributed to lattice frustration as a result

packing the two PI arms on the concave

prevent an underlying

PS matrix and

interface.

of the PI domains. Tselikas

This frustration seems to

et al. also

quantitative agreement between experiment and theory except
for

found good

some minor

discrepancies close to order-order boundaries. Since the theoretical
model only addresses
interactions and stretching

from a single

AB

interface these

minor discrepancies are

ascribed to possible "multiple domain effects" due to the chains from an

AB

overlapping with those from a neighboring interface causing contributions

interface

to the

configurations and free energy of those chains.

The remainder of the

thesis involves morphological

work on

architecturally unique

block copolymers; a series of A^B simple graft block copolymers in chapters 2 and
initial

study of their copolymer/copolymer blends

in

chapter

5, part 5.2,

and the

morphological characterization of a couple of more complex graft architectures
5, part 5.1.

Chapter 4 and Chapter

copolymers and focus on Unear
thesis is

AB

5, part 5.3 are departures

from simple

3,

an

initial

in

chapter

graft block

diblocks containing conformational asymmetry. The

complete with conclusions and proposed future work

9

in

Chapter

6.
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CHAPTER 2

MORPHOLOGIES OF MICROPHASE SEPARATED A^B
SIMPLE GRAFT COPOLYMERS

2.1

Abstract

The morphological behavior of a
architecture block copolymers

is

series of well defined

A^B

simple graft or "Y"

characterized via small-angle x-ray scattering

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This model
architecture

is

formed by

grafting a poly(styrene) block onto the center of a
poly(isoprene) backbone.

volume

fraction

windows

in

(SAXS)

The

which specific strongly segregated microphase separated

morphologies are observed are shifted

to

higher volume fractions of the

PS

graft

material than in the corresponding linear diblock copolymers. These
findings are in

good agreement with recently calculated

theoretical phase behavior for simple graft,

A2B, block copolymers. However, a new morphology, not found
copolymers,

is

also observed. This

like micelles but not ordered

volume

fraction ((|)^=0.81)

on a

A^B

material

lattice.

is

in neat linear

diblock

microphase separated into worm-

This morphology

is

found

where the two PI chains per molecule are

at

high PS graft

initially forced to

the concave side of the PS/PI interface.

2.2 Introduction
2.2.

1

Linear Diblock vs.

A^B Simple

Graft

For linear diblock copolymers

morphology formed
blocks.

is

in the strong segregation limit (large

solely dictated by the relative

Changing molecular

architecture,

making

volume

graft block

systems

in

which strong segregation

limit

AjB

the

fractions of the respective

copolymers for instance,

can allow control of the morphology independent of the volume
an additional variable for control of structure.

xN)

fraction, thus providing

simple graft block copolymers are

(SSL) microphase separated morphologies arc
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expected to occur

AB

in

linear diblocks.

volume

fraction ranges

These simple

which are higher

graft block

in the

B

block than for

copolymers are models for more complex

multiple graft block copolymers typically
used as compatibilizing and toughening

agents in polymer blends. In the work reported
here a poly(styrene) (PS) block
utilized as the graft chain while polyisoprene
(PI)

relative

volume

forms the backbone

in a

is

range of

fractions.

In the strong segregation limit (SSL) the
interphase region

been measured and theoretically modeled

to

be only about 20

between domains has

to 50A.'-'

By

comparison, to the length scale of the microphase separated
domains, typically hundreds
of Angstroms, the interphase region can be considered a two
dimensional surface. This
interface,

which has been called an

intermaterial dividing surface'' has curvature

properties which can be approximately correlated to the
the opposing blocks of the copolymer.

increases as one

moves from

The volume

volume

filling characteristics

of

available to a polymer chain

the concave to the convex side of a curved interface in a

block copolymer, and the disparity

in the relative

volumes available

to the

two blocks

is

proportional to the magnitude of the interfacial curvature. Thus the highest curvature
interface geometry, spheres, occurs for the

As

the

volume

most asymmetric block volume

fractions.

fraction difference decreases so does the interfacial curvature across the

sequence of observed morphologies: spheres, cylinders, cubic bicontinuous, and
lamellar.

The two

A chains are more highly stretched

crowding than the single B chain. Therefore,
the interface at

volume

diblock would prefer a

2.2.2

AjB Simple

fractions

flat,

((j)^

the

and experience more

lateral

A phase will favor the convex side of

from about 0.34

to 0.50)

where a simple

AB

lamellar interface.

Graft Theory

The SSL behavior of simple

graft architecture studied in this paper

was

recently

explored in the mean-field calculations of Milner' and the ground breaking synthesis
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and subsequent

initial

morphological studies of Hadjichristidis.'' Both
works reveal

intriguing results introduced

form of an A^B simple

by the simplest case of an

graft or

architectural

"Y" block copolymer. As

morphological effects of grafting the chains

in this

a

way

to reveal

B

copolymer

to

graft

component volume

produce a

flat

fraction

is (^^

=

bulk

"Y" polymers.

2/3 in an

preferred interfacial curvature.

A^B

It

was

graft block

The analogous absence of a

preferred curvature for symmetric diblock architecture
occurs at
shift

in the

manner Milner used a simple

calculation to reveal the center of the lamellar
phase in a melt of

found that the

asymmetry

(J)^

=

1/2 revealing the

of the center of the phase diagram due to architecture
alone. The possible

morphologies were modeled with round unit

cells for the cylindrical

and spherical

phases and utilized an approximation based on "Gaussian wedges"^
to describe a generic
bicontinuous phase. The morphology phase diagram was calculated by
minimizing the

sums of the

free energies associated with the interfacial tension

away from

stretching of the blocks

methods developed

for

the interface.

volume

behavior as shown in Figure

The diagram

=

2.1.

(n/nt,)( \J ^Y'^ different architectures

number of arms one chooses,
statistics

V/Rj^ =

n^ of

where Vj and

respective blocks and

was

v^

and

is

free energy curves for

SSL phase

generic in that within the parameter

and chain

statistics are

accounted

for.

The

of B, can be varied. Also, differing chain

in the

square root ratios of 1^ and

Rj are the molecular

bj

calculated with

fraction determines the equilibrium

A or n^

between blocks are represented
Vj / bj^

latter

polymer brushes.* The crossings of the

the differing geometries vs. graft

e

The

between phases and the

are the segment

1^

with

ratio of the

At e =

1

volume and Kuhn length of the

number of A and B arms

(^^^

AB

= 0.5. However,

diblock phase behavior with the

as

one increases arm number of one

species relative to the other or varies the relative chain statistics of
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is

in the molecule.

the phase diagram models linear,

phases being symmetric around

=

volume and radius of gyration of the

respective blocks. If the constituent blocks are conformationally symmetric then e

simply the

1^

A and B,

the phase
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3

behavior becomes extremely asymmetric with
volume fraction. Hadjichnstidis

et

recently characterized the bulk phases
behavior of three

or

"mikloarm"
samples

star

A,B block copolymers

alJ

copolymers. The a^symmetry of the graft architecture
forced two of the

to shift the

observed morphology away from that which would
be formed by

diblock architecture analogs with the same
component volume fractions:

A

37

vol.

%

polystyrene "I^S" graft (polyisoprene backbone and
a single polystyrene graft

emanating from the middle of

that

backbone) and a 40

vol.

% styrene SIB

graft (the

rubbery phase consists of mixed isoprene and butadiene
blocks) were observed
cylindrical phases

where diblocks of

lamellar respectively.

asymmetry
However,

in the

The

vs.

form

same compositions would be bicontinuous

I^S blocks studied in this

phase behavior

in addition to

the

to

volume

work confirm

fraction for e

>

simply shifting the volume fractions

1

the strong

shown

at

or

in

Figure

2. 1.

which the standard

diblock phases are found, the architecture also introduces a novel morphological

behavior unique to the simple graft architecture.
fraction at

A new phase

which the two PI arms per molecule are

PS/PI interface

in the

microphase separated

state.

first

homopolymers,'

but, to our

in

observed

at a

volume

forced to the concave side of the

This phase consists of microphase

separated worm-like micelles which are not ordered on a

phase has been previously observed

is

lattice.

A worm-like

micelle

blends of diblock copolymers with

knowledge,

this

phase has not been previously observed

in

neat block copolymers.

2.3 Experimental
2.3.

1

Simple Graft Synthesis
IjS simple graft block

in all-glass reactors

copolymers were prepared under high-vacuum conditions

which had been washed with n-BuLi and rinsed with

solvent.

Additions of reagents were made through breakseals and removals of samples were

made through

heat sealing of constrictions.

The benzene

19

solvent, styrene-dg

(Cambridge Isotopes, halogen
and

and isoprene monomers, CH3SiCl3 linking
agent,

free)

CH3OH terminating agent were purified using standard anionic

techniques.>° " ^-BuLi, purified by
sublimation under high
initiator

polymerization

vacuum, was used as the

throughout the synthesis. The reaction scheme
followed for the preparation of

the (PD^PS-dg miktoarm stars can be
represented by the following reactions:''-^'

PS-dgLi + excess CH3SiCl3

>-

PS-d^SiCHjCl^ + LiCl + CH3SiCl3|

PS-dgSiCH3Cl2 + excess PILi

(PDjSiCHjPS-dg + 2LiCl

In the first step a dilute solution of the living
polystyrene-dg (d-8 labeling of the

PS

graft in this

work was used

to facilitate

subsequent analysis of these materials via

neutron scattering techniques) was added into a large excess of methyl
trichlorosilane
(Si-Cl/Li=100). Excess methyltrichlorosilane
the

vacuum

line

was removed by continuous pumping on

followed by redisolution of the polymer with purified benzene and

removal of the solvent. This process was repeated twice. In the second step excess
living polyisoprene chains

were added

to the

macromolecular linking agent.

When

the

coupling of the polyisoprene chains was completed excess polyisoprenyllithium was
deactivated with degreased methanol.
Fractionation of the samples
solution of the polymers in a 60/40
fractionations

were enough

to

was performed by

volume benzene/hexane mixture. Usually

remove any unlinked poly(isoprene) arms. All

polymer synthesis were monitored by

Model 510 pump. Model 410
wavelength

addition of methanol to a

size exclusion

chromatography (SEC).

differential refractometer,

1%

three

stages of

A Waters

and a LDC/Milton Roy variable

UV detector in series with three Waters Ultrastyragel linear column set

were used. Tetrahydrofuran was

the elution solvent at a flow rate of Iml/min at 35°C.

20

Composition of the samples was measured
by

SEC-UV

at

nm

260

after calibration with

several concentrations of polystyrene
standards.

Number-average molecular weights, M„ and second
the copolymers and the arms were
determined with a

osmometer

at

M„

and

the osmotic pressure and c

10,000 a

was

UIC Model 070

the solvent at 40°C.

As an addiuonal
for the

A„

for

Wescan Model 231 membrane

37°C. RC-51 membranes were used with CaH,
distilled toluene as the

solvent. In all cases
is

virial coefficients,

values were obtained from the {nicy"
vs. c plots where %
is

the concentration. For molecular weights
lower than

vapor pressure osmometer was used.

The instrument was

check, apparent weight-average molecular weights,
M^, and Aj

KMX-6

scattering photometer equipped with a helium-neon
laser.

concentration, and

vs. c plots

where AR^

is

K is a combination of known

DRM-1020

low-angle laser light

The

M^ values were obtained

the excess Rayleigh ratio, c is the
optical constants including the

refractive index increments dn/dc. Values of dn/dc

with an Otsuka

benzene

calibrated with benzil.

copolymers were measured with a Chromatix

from the (Kc/AI^)"'

HPLC grade

were

differential refractometer at

also

633

measured

in

nm calibrated

THF at 25''C
with NaCl

solutions. Within experimental uncertainty the light scattering data are consistent with
results

from membrane osmometry. The molecular

characteristics of the samples are

given in Table 2.1.

2.3.2

Morphology Characterization
Solid films approximately 2

weight
to

mm.

thick

% polymer in 30 ml Pyrex beakers.

form a solid film

after 10-14 days.

The

were cast from toluene solutions of 5

The evaporation of solvent was
films were given several

controlled

more days

at

room

temperature and atmospheric pressure and an additional several days under high

vacuum

at

room temperature

to

allow residual solvent

to evaporate.

The vacuum oven

temperature was ramped to 120°C over a period of three days and kept there for one
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I

00

I

I

00

00

00

week. After annealing the temperature
was slowly ramped down

and then quickly lowered

was designed

to

to

room temperature. This

to

casting and annealing procedure

promote the development of equilibrium strong
segregation

morphologies. After the oven temperature
exceeded approximately

began

to creep indicating a loss of

transition

80°C over two days

(ODT).

microphase separated order

A second film of I,S-7

was annealed

1

10°C sample I^S-?

at the order-disorder

108°C, below the

at

ODT of the

system but high enough for significant annealing.
All samples for electron microscopy were
microtomed in a Reichert-Jung

cryoultramicrotome. SecUons approximately 300-800

cryo diamond knife

The

at

a sample temperature of

sections were stained in 4 wt.

-1

A thick were cut with

% aqueous OsO^ vapors for four hours.

electron microscope operated at

Synchrotron

SAXS

Diatome

10°C and a knife temperature of -90°C.

Transmission electron microscopy experiments (TEM) were
performed on a

lOOCX

a

lOOkV

JEOL

accelerating voltage.

experiments were performed on beamline 2.1 of the

Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS)

at the

Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, U. K.

Details of the electron storage ring, radiation, camera geometry, and data
collection
electronics have been given elsewhere'"'.

White

collimated using a cylindrically bent Ge(l
1.50

± 0.01

photons

s"'

quadrant

A X-rays.

At 2

SAXS

is

and 200

at the sample/focal plane.

500

from the electron ring was

1) crystal to isolate

an intense beam ofX =

mA the SRS generates a flux of 4 x 10'°

The instrument

is

equipped with a multiwire

detector five meters from the sample position with a

placed in between to reduce
detector

GeV

1

radiation

^im,

and

it is

au- scattering

and absorption. The

vacuum chamber

spatial resolution of the

The

able to process up to approximately 250,000 counts/s.

bulk polymer films were mounted in the beam after being sandwiched between two
pieces of Kapton (polyimide) tape in a desired orientation.

collagen

(rat tail

tendon) was used to calibrate the

SAXS

An

oriented specimen of wet

detector.

A parallel-plate

ionization detector placed before the sample cell recorded the incident intensities.
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The

experimental data were corrected for
Kapton and camera background scattering,
sample
absorption, and the positional alinearity
of the detector.

Birefringence observations were performed
on bulk films at room temperature

with a Leitz optical microscope under
cross polars.

2.4 Results and Discussion

For the sake of comparison with the calculated
phase behavior of the simple
graft architecture, an approximate

I2S system. If

be the

PS and

ratio of PI

e,

as described in the Introduction,

v.,

arms

as 132

to

PS or

e

=

A' and 176

lengths, b„ are assigned as 6.8

produce an e of

2.

However, the

slight

for PI

asymmetry inherent

in the

We assign segmental

and PS respectively. ^«

Statistical

A and 6.9 A for PI and PS respectively.''

While these values were measured

1.78.

assigned to the

PI blocks were conformationally symmetric
then e would simply

different chemical species slightly lowers the e
parameter.

volumes,

is

at different

segment

These values

temperatures

(123°C for the segment volumes and 150°C for the segment lengths) they are
adequate
in revealing the slight effect the small conformational

asymmetry between PS and PI

has within the framework of the theoretical phase diagram.

due

to temperature or isotope effects

would have only a

Any changes

slight effect

accounted for via the size of the symbols on the phase diagram

in the values

on e and are

in Figure 2.1.

Table 2.2 contains tabulated d-spacings and birefringence information as well as
the resulting

morphology assignments

as described in the remainder of the paper.

Birefringence observations were performed on the annealed films as a preliminary

measure on the degree of microphase separation. The form birefringence, a
non-cubic symmetry,

is

The most fundamental

result of

evidence of either a cylindrical or a lamellar microstructure.^°'^'

facet to this

work

is

the confirmation of

asymmetry

in the

phase

behavior vs. volume fraction in the simple graft block copolymer architectures. For the

simple graft architecture each particular morphology (spheres, cylinders, lamella,

24

etc.)

Table 2.2
I2S

Morphology

Characteristics: (a) d,

T'^'X^r
!r
for lamellae, and either
d^oon
^(001)

!!

=

where q,= 4n/MsmQ ) and 2ft k thp
^"^^^ ^^^^^ P'^^ corre%onds S d'; for hL: "yltders
2n/q,

d.^o^ or d,,,^ for

respectively

Sample

d^(X)^

simple cubic or body-centered cuMc

Morphology

Optical Birefringence

I2S-1

0.89

310±5

I2S-2

0.81

NA

I2S-3

0.62

390±5

alternating

I2S-4

0.44

429±5

hex. packed

PS

I2S-5

0.31

380±5

hex. packed

PS cylinders

I2S-6

0.17

289±5

cubic array

PS

I2S-7

0.08

235±5

cubic array

PS spheres

hex. packed PI cylinders in

PS matrix

disordered PI micelles

No

PS and PI lamellae

Yes

cylinders in PI matrix

in

architecture. This results in a

fraction

and which

good

Yes

No

spheres in PI matrix

No

in PI matrix

morphology diagram which

is in

Yes

PI matrix

occurs at a higher PS graft volume fraction than would be expected

volume

Yes

is

in a

simple diblock

asymmetric about 0.5

qualitative agreement with the calculations of

Mihier.^ However, in addition to simply shifting normal diblock phase behavior to

higher

PS volume

morphology

in

fractions, the

AjB simple

graft architecture also introduces a

sample I2S-2 not yet anticipated

new

theoretically or observed

experimentally in neat diblock copolymers. Our experimental data are plotted on
Milner's morphology diagram in Figure 2.1.

Based on the

TEM image in Figure 2.2 and the SAXS data in Figure 2.3 we

assign sample IjS-l (^^

PS

matrix.

in a

PS

=

0.89) a morphology of hexagonally packed PI cylinders in a

A linear diblock copolymer of the same composition would form PI spheres

matrix.

The observation of optical

birefringence in l^S- 1

25

is

consistent with a

Figure 2.2:

TEM micrograph of IjS-l

=

0.89) showing projections both parallel and
perpendicular to the PI cylinders as well as revealing a small
average grain size.
{^^

26

1

A

q
Figure 2.3:

Isotropic

A

1

SAXS

patterns azimuthally integrated into one dimensional
plots of log[intensity] vs. q. The intensities are offset for clarity of

representation.

sample.

The

1) IjS-l ((^^

circled

=

numbers represent the respective

0.89) containing the

of hexagonally packed cylinders. 2) I2S-2

first
((t)^

two

reflections

= 0.81)

lack of any

discrete interference peaks indicative of the absence of an

underlying

lattice in the microstructure. 7) I2S-7 (^^

containing die

first

= 0.09)

three reflections of a cubic array of spheres.
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cylindrical structure.

The SAXS

microphase separated

structure,

pattern contains

and thus

intensity vs. scattering vector, I
vs. q.

no preferential orientation of the

we display only

We define q*

a one dimensional plot of

as the scattering vector of the

lowest scattering angle Bragg peak and
q„ as the series of Bragg peaks beginning with

q* and including subsequent higher scattering angle
peaks. The
contains two isotropic rings with q„/q*
ratios of
{ 1 1
}

1

and

SAXS

pattern for I,S-1

corresponding to the

sets of planes respectively in the
hexagonal structure.

The

in diameter.

The lack of a

10} and

TEM images reveal a

predominant grain size within the bulk of only several
hundred nanometers
microns

{

to a

few

preferential grain orientation, also evident in
the

TEM images, is consistent with the isotropic character of the SAXS pattern

and the lack

of higher order reflections.

The

TEM image in Figure 2.4 and the SAXS pattern in Figure 2.3, indicate why

sample I2S-2

((j)^

=

0.81)

is

of particular interest. This sample appears to be microphase

separated but not ordered on a

lattice.

The

TEM images indicate a microphase

separated state due to the discrete dark (PI) and light (PS) domains.
The pattern of dark
dots and short, curved segments

is

characteristic of a

microtomed section through a

phase of disordered cylindrical or worm-like micelles.' The inset schematic
2.4 indicates

D projection.
in the lack of

how

in

Figure

a thin section of such a structure produces the resultant image in a 2-

The lack of an underiying
any discrete Bragg peaks

displays no optical birefringence which

lattice is

in the

is

obvious in the micrograph as well as

SAXS

pattern. Additionally, I2S-2

consistent with the observation of worm-like

micelles distributed isotropically in space.

The

lack of any long range order in this sample immediately

made

us suspect

sample contamination or degradation during the casting and annealing process.

However, comparison of GPC

traces of the material before casting (as obtained from

the original synthesis and purification procedure) and after annealing indicate a pure

sample with an extremely narrow molecular weight
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distribution

which undergoes no

Figure 2.4:

TEM micrograph of I2S-2
embedded

in the

((^^

PS

=

0,81) showing dark PI worm-like micelles
graft matrix. Inset in the micrograph is a

schematic showing how a projection through a microtomed section
of the disordered, worm-like micelles appears in a 2-dimensional
representation as observed in the micrograph.
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degradation during sample preparation.
The sample casting and annealing
procedure

sample I,S-2 was repeated, and the
same worm-like micelle morphology was
again
observed for the neat graft block
copolymer.
for

We are thus led to the conclusion that a

simple graft block copolymer with the
composition of I,S-2
lattice at this

composition.

It

in reverse order

diagram (Figure
block

is

large

2.1),

enough

This observation

is

we

If

we

to force the

at

our series of seven graft

is

the first sample for

which the PS

two PI blocks onto the concave side of the

supported by Figure 2.4

OsOJ

is

in

frustration inherent in packing the

which

it is

graft

interface.

evident that the PI material

on the concave side of the interface of the

microphase separated, but disordered, domain

inhibits the formation of a

look

(from I^S-T to I,S-1), and compare to
Milner's morphology

see that sample I,S-2

(stained to appear dark with

unable to form an ordered

does, however, microphase separate
and display a clear

preference for a specific micelle structure.

copolymers

is

structures.

We hypothesize that

two PI chains on the concave

morphology with an ordered

side of the interface

However,

lattice.

the

reproducible observation of disordered worm-like micelles of
constant diameter
indicates the approximate selection of a preferred interfacial
curvature.

which has even shorter PI chains than
enabling

it

to

I2S-2,

may

fraction range near the transition at

LjS-l,

experience less packing frustration

form the hexagonally packed cyhndrical structure

appears that the inability to form an ordered

Sample

lattice is

confmed

that

to a

we

observe.

It

narrow volume

which the two PI chains per molecule

are initially

forced to the concave side of the interface.
If this hypothesis

correct then
structure

by

we

about the lack of long range order in the I2S-2 structure

should be able

to transform this disordered structure into

slightly perturbing the

volume

fractions in

is

an ordered

one direction or the

other. This

can be achieved by casting samples of I2S-2 from a selective solvent. Casting from
cyclohexane, a selective solvent for PI, results

in a lamellar

morphology as shown

in

Figure 2.5. Casting I2S-2 from dioxane, a selective solvent for PS enhanced the ability

30

Figure 2.5:

TEM micrograph of I2S-2 cast from cyclohexanc before annealing
displaying a kinetically trapped, non-equilibrium lamellar

morphology.
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of the single PS graft to force the
two PI chains onto the concave side of a highly
curved
interface resulting in PI spheres in
a

PS

matrix. After complete removal of
the selective

solvent these morphologies are no longer
at equilibrium, but are kinetically
trapped.

Annealing above

of the

worm-like micelle

PS block may allow

structure.

these samples to return to the disordered

Selective solvent casting followed

by annealing has been

used to demonstrate the equilibrium nature of
the structure formed on annealing."

Annealing the lamellar interfaces of the cyclohexane
cast sample caused them

become

to

perforated in a mesh-like morphology" which
eventually disintegrated back

into the disordered

worm-like micelle morphology. These selective
solvent casting and

annealing experiments are described in detail elsewhere.^"

Sample
large grains as

oriented

SAXS

to scattering

(<^^

is

=

0.62) contains a lamellar microstructure with well developed,

evident in the

TEM micrograph in Figure 2.6a.

Figure 2.7a shows an

pattern containing four orders of reflection at q*, 2q*, 3q*, and
4q* due

from a cross section of the film placed

The concentration of scattered

vertically into the

SAXS

camera.

intensity along the equator with arcs extending

azimuthally indicates that the lamellar layers are predominantly parallel with the
surface

of the film. Optical birefringence was observed

in

sample IjS-S consistent with our

structural identification of lamella.

Both samples I2S-4

(<})^

=

0.44) and

((j),

= 0.31)

yield hexagonally packed

PS

cylinders in a PI matrix and contain regions displaying a remarkable degree of long

range order, especially considering that no special

employed
patterns

to

such as shearing, were

induce alignment. Figure 2.7b and c displays two dimensional

from I2S-4 and IjS-S with

six-fold

a hexagonally packed array of cylinders.

-Vn correspond to the
respectively.

efforts,

SAXS

symmetry suggestive of a [001] zone

The

q„ /q* ratios of

1,

axis of

V?, V?, V7, ~V9^, and

{10}, {11}, {20}, {21}, {30}, and {22} families of planes

These hexagonal patterns were taken with X-rays incident through a cross

section of the film indicating that the cylinder axes
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lie

predominantly in the plane of the

Figure 2.6:

a)

TEM micrograph of IjS-S

= 0.62) showing a lamellar phase, b) TEM
micrograph of I2S-6 (i^^ = 0.17) showing 4-fold symmetry due to
a [100] projection of the cubic array of PS spheres, c) TEM
= 0.17) containing 3-fold hexagonal
micrograph of I2S-6
symmetry due to a [ 1 1 1 ] projection of the cubic array of spheres.
{(^^

((j)^
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;ure 2.7:

2-D

SAXS

data of samples containing a high degree of long range order of
their respective microstructures which produces highly anisotropic

=

0.62) showing the first four
orders of the lamellar long period, b) I2S-4 ((f)^ = 0.44) showing an
approximate [100] zone axis of hexagonally packed cyHnders
scattering patterns, a) I2S-3

c) I2S-5

((j)^

d) I2S-6

(<|)^

= 0.36)
= 0. 17)

{(^^

showing the [100] hexagonal zone axis
4- fold symmetry of an approximate [100] zone
also

axis of the bcc array of spheres.
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film.

A hexagonally packed cylindrical structure with a remarkable

range order

is

clearly evident in

TEM micrographs of I3S-4 and I,S-5.

TEM image taken from sections microtomed perpendicular to
film. Figure 2.8b

is

degree of long
Figure 2.8a

is

a

the surface of the I,S-4

a projection through a section microtomed
parallel with the surface

of the same film yielding a projection
perpendicular to the cylinder axes which appear
as long stripes. S AXS data collected with
the sample film surfaces perpendicular
to the
incident

beam produced

uniaxial arc patterns with the

same

q„/q* ratio obtained in

Figure 2.7b and 2.7c indicative of scattering
perpendicular to aligned, hexagonally

packed cylinder axes. Strong optical birefringence was
observed

in the

sample films

consistent with the assigned cylindrical morphology.

Note the marked difference

in

degree of long range order between

cylindcrforming samples with PS (graft blocks) forming the
cylindrical domains,

samples I2S-4 and
domains, sample I2S-I.

and PI (two chains per molecule) forming the cylindrical

We stress that all these samples were cast, annealed, and

observed in exactly the same way, so differences

in the

observed long range order are

not likely to be due to different sample histories. This difference in the quality
of long

range order for cylinder forming simple graft samples on opposite sides of the

morphology diagram (Figure

2.1) is a result of the

behavior vs. volume fraction for e near

PS volume

2.

asymmetry

Samples

in

I2S-4, 12S-5

fractions than linear PS-PI diblocks forming the

morphological

and I2S-I

all

have higher

same type of morphology.

In the cases of I2S-4 and l^S-S this results in relatively short PI chains forming the

coronas covering the outsides of the PS cylinders. Not only

is

the PI

volume

fraction of

these corona blocks smaller than the PI volume fraction in a linear PS-PI diblock

forming PS cylinders, but the reduced PI volume
molecule.
the

PS

On

the other side of the

is

divided between two chains per

morphology diagram,

graft results in a corona of long

PS

blocks,
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much

the greater

volume

longer than the

fraction of

PS block of a

Figure 2,8:

TEM micrographs of I2S-4

= 0.44)

taken from sections microtomed
perpendicular to the film surface containing an end-on, hexagonal
projection of the cylindrical microstructure. b) taken from sections
microtomed parallel with the film surface contain a projection
perpendicular to the cylinder axes.
((j)^.
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a)

PS-PI diblock of the same molecular
weight forming PI cylinders. The packing
of the
cylindrical micelles onto a hexagonal
lattice with long range order

by the

must be controUed

interaction of neighboring cylinders
through their outer, corona blocks.

The

cylinders in samples I,S-4 and I,S-5
interact through coronas of relatively
short and

highly stretched PI chains. This

between the longer and

is

a

much

less stretched

stiffer

and more precise interaction than

PS corona chains

that

in I,S-1, resulting in greater

long range order for I2S-4 and I2S-5.

The simple
I2S-7

((j),

=

graft

copolymer

series is

completed by samples I2S-6

0.08) which both formed a cubic array of

PS spheres

(({),

=

0.17) and

The

in a matrix of PI.

cast and annealed films displayed no optical
birefringence, consistent with a cubic

symmetry having no form

birefringence. Both the 4-fold [100] projection and
the

hexagonal [111] projection of the I2S-6 cubic unit

The

TEM images for I2S-7 are similar.

Figure 2.7d

approximate [100] zone axis of the cubic

symmetry of this
the x-ray beam.

cell are

is

a

1

10,

SAXS

in Figure 2.6b

and

c.

pattern taken from an

structure. It displays a characteristic 4- fold

projection obtained with the surface of the bulk film perpendicular to

The

q„/q* ratios of

1,

VI, VI, and

V^

for the first four refiections are

consistent with both body-centered cubic (1 10, 200, 21

cubic (100,

shown

1 1 1,

and 200 for

sc) symmetries.

1,

and 220 for bcc) and simple

However, the long-range order

is

limited due to unavoidable grain boundaries and dislocations thereby broadening
reflections

beyond the fourth

between

sc

for bcc.

To

we

reflection.

and bcc, producing the 220

The seventh

at a q„ /q*

reflection

is

the first to differ

of <^ for sc and the 321

the best of our ability to measure the spacing of the

at q„ /q*

weak seventh

of VT

reflection,

find a q„ /q* ratio of approximately (7.3±0.4)''^ which seems to favor the bcc

structure over sc.

Chain packing considerations

in the

Wigner-Seitz

cell

around each

spherical micelle and previous experimental results for linear diblock and starblock
copolymers^"^^'^^ suggest a bcc packing of spheres as
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more

likely than sc.

Sample I2S-7

did not contain the

same degree of long range order

giving rise to the isotropic

SAXS

in the spherical

microslructure

pattern displayed in Figure 2.3.

2.5 Conclusions

Our experimental
block copolymers results

results confirm that the architectural
in a large

asymmetry

relative to

equilibrium phase behavior. The exact shift from
what
materials of the

Figure

2.

1
.

same volume

The diagram

at e

=1

.

is

microphasc separated

their diblock

structure

These

which

diblock

analogues exhibiting lamellar
all

other samples are shifted into

shifted from the center of the diblock cylindrical phase very close

into

phase boundary while experimentally the microstructure

worm-like micelles which are not arranged on a

microphase separated but disordered morphology occurs
graft)

AB

unobtainable for that volume fraction in a diblock architecture.

to the bicontinuous/lamellar

PS

in linear

1^8-3 and I^S-T are the only

and spherical microstructures respectively. However,

the

found

fraction in the

collapses onto the strong segregation phase behavior
of

samples displaying the phase behavior of

Theoretically, I2S-2

volume

the I^S

fractions can be directly seen in the phase diagram
in

conformationally symmetric linear diblocks

new phase behavior

is

asymmetry of

is

composition (81 vol.

predicted by Milner's theory to be near the transition to the

which requires the two PI chains

results indicate

at a

lattice.

how

to

is

This

% of
first

be on the concave side of the interface.

molecular architecture provides another controllable

parameter besides the respective block volume fractions
of the bulk.
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to

manipulate the morphology
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CHAPTER 3

MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSITIONS

IN

AN I,S SIMPLE GRAFT BLOCK

COPOLYMER: FROM FOLDED SHEETS TO FOLDED
LACE TO RANDOMLY
ORIENTED WORMS AT EQUILIBRIUM

3.1

Abstract

A new equilibrium

morphology consisting of randomly oriented
worm-like

micelles dispersed in a continuous matrix

is

observed

in a neat, strongly

simple graft block copolymer. The equilibrium
nature of the

worm

segregated I,S

phase

is

determined

via a set of selective solvent casting and
prolonged annealing experiments.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments
on quenched samples allow a

unique opportunity

to directly

observe the transition of a kinetically trapped, non-

equilibrium folded-layer morphology, formed by casting
the sample with a solvent

selecuve for poly(isoprene)

(PI), into the equilibrium,

randomly oriented worm phase

through an intermediate folded-lace morphology. The folded-lace
intermediate
similar to the

"mesh"

structure previously observed

starblock/homopolymer blends.' The simple

by Hashimoto,

graft block

is

etal. in

copolymer, formed by grafting

a single poly(styrene) (PS) chain onto the center of a poly(isoprene) backbone,

introduces a 2:
0.81

volume

1

PI/PS arm number asymmetry

fraction of the

PS

fraction of graft large

enough

of the PI/PS interface

in the

in the

state.

graft is theoretically predicted^ to be the first

to force the

two PI arms per molecule

microphase separated

coupled with the novel graft architecture, seems
lattice

microphase separated

during the microphase separation process.
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state.

to the

The

volume

concave side

This unique volume fraction,

to frustrate the

system from choosing a

3.2 Introduction

By
is

synthetically altering the architecture
of block copolymers to form grafts one

able to divorce the strongly segregated
phase behavior of amorphous block

copolymers from

its strict

dependence on the

relative

volume

fraction of the respective

While the phase behavior of linear, conformationally
symmetric diblocks

blocks.

solely dependent on the relative

volume

fractions of the constituent blocks,

manipulation of architecture allows additional
control of the solid

morphology.
to

By

utilizing

The molecules

fractions.

state,

equilibrium

an A,B. or "Y" shaped, simple graft architecture
one

produce phase behavior unobtainable with

volume

is

linear diblock architecture at the

is

able

same

studied here are formed by connecting two

poly(isoprene) chains to a terminally difunctional
poly(styrene) chain, hence forming an
I2S molecule.
state,

as

The

shown

in

2:

1

arm number asymmetry of PI

PS

in the

microphase separated

Figure 3.1, has been found to skew the volume fraction
dependence

of the strongly segregated phase behavior to

found

to

in diblock architecture.^

survey an intriguing structure

is

much

In the Pochan, et

observed

two PI blocks are just short enough

to

at

higher

al.

PS volume

fractions than

l^S simple graft morphological

one particular composition

be confined

to the

in

which the

concave side of the

interface.

This structure, formed by the neat graft block copolymer, consists of randomly oriented

worm-like micelles (hereafter named the
grafted

PS block

Thomas have

ROW phase) with PI in the cores and the

material forming the continuous matrix. While Kinning, Winey, and

reported a similar worm-like micelle phase in blends of diblock

copolymers with homopolymers,"
neat block copolymers. In

this structure

has not been previously observed in

ABC triblocks Jung et al.

have synthesized molecules with

designed packing frustrations specifically to suppress the formation of long range
order.5

But the resulting bent cylinder "Banana" morphologies

like regions of coherent

domain

orientation. In contrast, the
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still

form small grain-

ROW phase which we

AjB Graft

1

000

0.50

B
0.00

0.82

1.

block volume fraction
0.34

O.fifi

1.00

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the A2B, or "Y", molecular architecture in the
microphase separated state. The two A chains per molecule
are calculated to reside on the convex side of a curved A/B

much

higher volume fractions than what is
experimentally found in diblock architecture.
curved A/B
interface generically represents spherical, cylindrical, and
bicontinuous morphologies while the flat interface represents
a lamellar morphology.
interface until

A
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observe in the I,S system

is

completely random in orientation. Figure
3.2 shows a

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
image of this morphology which appears as
a random pattern of dark
a lighter

PS

highly dependent on

The

its

a

tilt

projected in two dimensions

inset in Figure 3.2 iUustrates

how TEM

projections from a thin

ROW phase results in this type of image.

Figure 3.3a and b

series at a higher magnification of an
ultrathin section of the toluene-cast

ROW

phase. Spherical shaped projections of the
PI micelles in 3.3a, which accompany

elongated worm-like structures, are merely projections
perpendicular
sections of the

worm

perpendicular to the

micelles. After 40" of

tilt

IS

orientation in three dimensions with
respect to the incident

microtomed section of the
is

stained PI dots and short, often
curved, line segments in

The shape of a worm-like micelle

matrix.

electron beam.

OsO,

tilt

axis thus revealing the

in

3.3b

more

to thin cross-

all

of the PI micelles elongate

worm-Uke

nature of the entire system.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the chain packing considerations
inherent

in the

microphase separation of IjS or "Y" shaped block copolymers. In
the microphase
separated state the two symmetric PI blocks are crowded on the
same side of the PS/PI
interface

which leads

crowding there

is

to additional PI chain stretching.

for the PI

an increased tendency for the interface to curve away from the PI

blocks. This convexity provides
chains.

To compensate

The two PI chains

significantly lower PI

more volume

closer to the interface to pack the two PI

prefer to be on the convex side of a curved interface to

volume

fractions than one observes in the corresponding

diblocks. Or, looking at the situation from the point of view of the single

windows

in

which the various morphologies

fractions of the
is

PS

block.^ Therefore, the

markedly asymmetrical with respect

The diagram

is

graft, the

are observed are shifted to higher

morphology diagram,

to the

as

shown

two component volume

generic in that within the parameter e

architectures and chain statistics are accounted for.

of

PS

in

volume

Figure 3.4,

fractions.

= {njn^)(\j\y^

different

The number of arms one chooses, n

or n of B^, can be varied. Also, differing chain statistics between blocks are
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Figure 3.2:

TEM micrograph of toluene-cast IjS-Sl

annealed at 120°C for one week
showing randomly oriented, dark PI worm-like micelles embedded
in the PS graft matrix. Inset schematic showing the resultant 2-D
projection through a microtomed section of the randomly

TEM

oriented, worm-like micelles.
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represented in the square root ratios of
are the molecular
are the

1.

and

1,

1,

=V,

R^^

/

segment volume and Kuhn length of the
respective blocks.

B arms

in the molecule.

At e =1

PS and

the phase diagram

phases being symmetric around

one species

is

simply the

For our PS-PI simple

the statistical similarity of the

ratio

graft block

models

and

v^

and

b.

If the constituent

of the number of

copolymers, e

==1 .8

A

due

to

linear,

AB

diblock phase behavior with the

However, as one increases the arm number of

({,,=0.5.

relative to the other or varies the relative
chain statistics of

recently characterized the bulk phase behavior of
three

"miktoarm" blocks. The asymmetry of
vol.

where

PI block materials.^

phase behavior becomes extremely asymmetric with
volume
alf>

/ b^^

volume and radius of gyration of the
respective blocks and

blocks are conformationally symmetric
then e

and

with

A and B

the

fraction. Hadjichristidis et

A^B

block copolymers or

the graft architecture forced

two samples a 37
,

% poly(styrene) "I^S" graft (isoprcne backbone and a single styrene graft emanating

from the middle of

backbone) and a 40

that

vol.

% (poly)styrene SIB miktoarm star (the

rubbery phase consists of mixed isoprene and butadiene blocks), into
cylindrical phases

where the bulk morphology would be bicontinuous or lamellar
architecture analogs of the

same molecular weight.

respectively in diblock

All of the IjS samples in our

previous study, with PS graft volume fractions ranging from 0.08
shifted

morphology behavior predicted by theory except

for

<j),

=

to 0.89, displayed the

0.81 which forms the

ROW phase.
According

to Milncr's theory, for e

two PI blocks of the IjS molecule should
interface (see Figure 3.3). This

approximately

<))^

= 0.66

concave side of the

concave

side.

is

1.8, at

any

(|)^

above approximately 0.82 the

reside on the concave side of the PS/PI

contrast to diblock architecture

a single PI block per diblock molecule

interface.^

referred to as I2S-8I,

is in

=

*

is

confined

Experimentally, our IjS sample at

very close to

this calculated transition

However, instead of forming

where above

(j)^

=

to the

0.81, hereafter

of the PI chains

to the

the theoretically calculated bicontinuous
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phase the system microphase separates
into the

ROW phase.

two PI chains per molecule causes increased
chain

the

The

stretching.

lateral

The coupling of this

crowding and subsequent stretching of the
PI chains with the PI volume
just

low enough

to force the PI chains to the

crowding of

fraction being

concave side of the interface seems

to

frustrate the formation of a lattice in
the system.

To

test the

equilibrium nature of the

ROW phase in I,S-81

a series of selective

solvent casting and extended annealing
experiments were performed. The results

support the equilibrium nature of the observed
worm-like phase as well as provide an

unusual opportunity to visualize several stages

in the

phase transition from a selective

solvent cast, non-equilibrium layered morphology
into the

final,

equilibrium

ROW

phase.

3.3 Experimental
3.3.

1

Sample Characteristics and Film Casting

The
their

synthesis of l^S block copolymers and the subsequent characterization
of

molecular weights, polydispersities, and molecular architectures, including the

0.81 sample of interest in this paper, are described in another publication.^

studied in this work, IjS-Sl, has a

M„=89,400 g/mol and

measured by membrane osmometry and
wt.

=

was

calculated at

=

The sample

of 90,800 g/mol as

respectively.

/M„ = 1.04 while

% of PS is 0.84 as measured by SEC and SEC-UV respectively.

deuterated, so the (l)s=0.81

p

LALLS

(^^

The PS

room temperature using p =

1.14

the

graft is

g/mV and

0.91 g/ml^ for d-PS and PI respectively.

Solid films approximately
cast from 5 wt.

1

mm thick of the IjS block copolymer were slowly

% polymer solutions in cyclohexane, a selective solvent for PI, and

dioxane, a selective solvent for PS. The solubility, or Hildebrand, parameters,

5,

are 17

MPa''^ for the predominantly 1,4 addition PI and 16.8 MPa''^ for cyclohexane while PS

and dioxane have values of 1 8 MPa''^ and 20 MPa"^ respectively indicating the
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selectivity of

cyclohexane for PI and dioxane for PS.^.Casting was performed

at

room

temperature, and the evaporation of
solvent was controlled to form a solid
film after

10-14 days. The films were given several
more days

room temperature and

at

atmospheric pressure and an additional several
days under high vacuum

at

room

temperature to allow residual solvent to
evaporate.

3.3.2 Annealing Treatments and

TEM Preparation

Several pieces of both the cyclohexane and
the dioxane cast films were annealed
for

one week

at

120 °C

in a

high vacuum oven. This annealing treatment

is

consistent

with other experiments intended to drive sample
cast from toluene, a non-preferential
solvent, further toward equilibrium.3 This type
of annealing experiment has been found
to

allow morphologies formed by solvent casting to shghtly
enlarge their long spacing

and

their

average grain

size, hence,

allowing the equilibrium

the microphase separation process to simply reach an even

energy

state. ^•"

lattice

more

symmetry formed

stable,

minimum

in

free

•^

Next, a set of prolonged annealing experiments

at

higher temperatures was

performed on the cyclohexane prepared samples, both pre-annealed, as-cast samples

and those which underwent the
In our other

fractions

work^ a

were found

period of one

week

initial

annealing treatment

series of seven IjS

at

HOT mentioned above.

samples covering a wide range of volume

to resist oxidation after annealing in a high

at

nO^C. This was monitored

via

vacuum oven

for a

GPC experiments performed

on

the samples, including IjS-Sl studied in this work, both before they were solvent cast

and

after they

were annealed. The pre-casting and post-annealing

GPC

traces

were

essentially identical revealing highly narrow molecular weight distributions (PDI

1.04) with

no detectable change

in

<

molecular weight However, in an effort to eliminate

any possible sample oxidation with prolonged annealing
cyclohexane-cast IjS-Sl samples were

first

at

higher temperatures the

placed in glass ampules and evacuated on a
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high vacuum line to approximately
0.1

was purged with dehydrated, high

^m

purity

(10^ Torr) pressure. Next, the
entire system

Argon gas and subsequently evacuated. The

evacuation and inert gas purge cycle
was performed a

The

preparation

The vacuum
Sample

was concluded by

total

of three times per sample.

sealing the vials under high

vacuum with

sealed ampules were then annealed
for 20 days either at

purity after the long annealing process

was

tested

liyc

a torch.
or

ISOT.

by recasting two portions of

the annealed 1^8-81 sample, one in toluene
and the other in cyclohexane.

The phase

behavior obtained in both cases was the same as
found by using virgin material. This
indicates the limited degredative and oxidative
effect of the extended annealing process

on the I2S-8I sample.
Estimated
to

xN values

150°C range from 62

system

to

for the system at elevated annealing
temperatures of 125°

83 while

at

in the strong segregation limit

variability in

xN values

due

SAXS

xN >100

placing the

(SSL) throughout the experiments. The large

to the various

methods employed

homopolymer phase behavior

calculation of x: 1)

diblock melt

is

room temperature

C

studies,

and 2)

data to Leibler's calculated structure factor.

in the

measurement and

fitting

of homogeneous

Compositional and

molecular weight effects on x are neglected, and while the A^B architecture has
been
calculated to have a small enlarging effect on xN, relative to linear diblocks of the
same

molecular weight'* any effect

at the

much lower

temperatures employed in these

experiments would be small and not take the system out of the SSL.
All samples for transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) were microtomed

Reichert-Jung cryoultramicrotome. Sections approximately 300-600

with a Diatome cryo diamond knife

at a

in a

A thick were cut

sample temperature of -1 10°C and a knife

temperature of -90''C. The sections were stained in OsO^ vapors for four hours. Brightfield

TEM experiments were performed on a JEOL

operated at

lOOkV

accelerating voltage.
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lOOCX

electron microscope

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.

1

Selective Solvent Cast/Unannealed

Figure 3.5

is

indicative of the lamellar-like

cast with cyclohexane, a selective
solvent for PI.

morphology were
microtoming and

cast from soluUon hut

TEM

As

imaging.

the

casUng from cyclohexane the solvent

is

The samples producing

microphase separation, pushing the morphology

When

copolymer

is

to

microdomains of PS and PI form during

partitioned unequally
is

is

this

were not thermally annealed prior

microdomains. Therefore, the PI volume fracUon

diagram.

morphology formed when I,S-81

the

hetween the

effectively larger at the point of

PS

into the lamellar region of the I,S phas(

the remaining solvent evaporates from
the PI phase, the neat I^S block

kinetically trapped at

room temperature

in a

non-equilibrium lamellar

phase.
It is

somewhat

interesting to note that the lamellar

in

morphology from lamellar

by cooling from

been folded back and

forth.

Figure 3.5 differ

structures produced in PS-PI block copolymers

in selective solvent

sheet-like micelles with solvent poor

These sheet-like micelles

initially

the cyclohexane

morphology shown

in

cast samples resembles sheets of cloth that have

We postulate that this folded sheet morphology arises

because the block copolymer

fill

in

the melt or casting from a non-preferential solvent such
as toluene.

The morphology of the cyclohexane

However, when

microdomains

PS

may

is

microphase separates by

layers separated

be separated by a

removed

to

by solvent
fair

first

forming

rich PI layers.

amount of solvent.

produce the kinetically trapped

Figure 3.5 the previously formed sheet-like micelles compact to

space and. in so doing,

3.4.2 Intermediate Folded

may

fold back and forth.

Lace Structure

Annealing experiments allowed the kinetically trapped, folded-sheet lamellar
structure to relax into

its

equilibrium structure which
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we

postulate to be the

ROW

Figure 3.5:

TEM micrograph of cyclohexane-cast I2S-8I.

The

kinetically trapped, non-

equilibrium morphology consists of alternating dark layers of PI
and light layers of PS.
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phase.

The folded

lamella cyclohexane-cast samples
which were annealed at 120°C for

one week transformed

into an intermediate structure

structure and the (assumed to be)
equilibrium

morphology, which we
and

b.

The PI

worm

refer to as folded-lace, is

between the folded-sheet lamellar
phase. This quenched intermediate

shown

in

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7a

layers of the folded lamella are
observed to be perforated

channels connecting the PS layers on either
side. Figure 3.6

is

more global

a

micrograph revealing the similarity of the folded-lace
microstructure
lamellar morphology in Figure 3.5. Figure
3.7a

is

by numerous

to the

unannealed

an enlargement of a projection

parallel with the layers of the folded lace
structure.

The dark

spots within the dark PI

layers are projections along the axes of the PI
struts which constitute the lace structure.

Figure 3.7b

a projection more normal to the lacy PI layers
displaying the

is

characteristic lace microstructure within a PI layer.

The hole

size of the lace

seems

to

vary somewhat throughout the layers indicative of the intermediate,
non-equilibrium
nature of the structure.

The observation of this

insight into the relaxation
structure into

its final,

employing the idea

mechanism of the

intermediate morphology allows direct

kinetically trapped, non-equilibrium

equilibrium form. This transition can best be explained by

that the block

copolymer molecular architecture and volume

fractions prescribe a natural or preferred interfacial curvature. This concept has
been

widely used

in

modeling the structures of micelles and microemulsions involving small

molecule amphiphiles. 19-21 in the strong segregation limit (SSL) the preferred

interfacial

curvature determines the shape of the Gaussian wedge that describes the conformation

of the block copolymer chain in the microphase separated

and thus the preferred

sum

in interfacial

interfacial curvature, is

This conformation,

determined by the minimization of the

enthalpy and chain stretching entropy components of the free energy

under the constraints

that the chains

of the worm-like micelle structure
that the

state.22

must

fill

in the IjS

space to uniform density. The observation

block copolymer

at

equilibrium indicates

system prefers a curved interface with the two PI blocks on the concave
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side.

Figure 3.6:

TEM micrograph of cyclohexane-cast IjS-Sl

annealed

at

120°C

for

one

week. The sample displays the intermediate structure of dark PI
layers of folded-lace

embedded
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in a

continuous light

PS

matrix.

Figure 3.7:

TEM micrographs of cyclohexane-cast IjS-Sl
week

at a

annealed

at

120°C for one

high magnification displaying a projection parallel to the

layers of folded-lace in (a) and displaying a projection

predominantly perpendicular
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to the folded-lace in (b).

The

kinetically trapped, folded sheet
lamellar system, produced

solvent, forces the I,S molecules to

accommodate a

by casting

flat interface.

preferred interfacial curvature for these
molecules the

in a selective

Since this

sum of interfacial and

is

not the

chain

stretching energies will not be minimized.
These non-equilibrium chain conformations

provide the stored energy that drives the
transition back to worm-like micelles once
the

system

is

heated in the

The

first

vacuum oven and

thus given the mobility to rearrange.

annealing temperature employed, llO'C,

system molecular mobility and

still

is

high enough to allow the

put the system in the strong segregation regime.

Thus, the system docs not have the option of disordering
and reforming the equilibrium
structure. Instead, the

lamella to the

system must find a kinetic pathway for the transition from

ROW phase that keeps the strongly segregated interface intact except for

localized, discontinuous breaks or jumps.

Figure 3.7 indicate

how

this is

The

accomplished.

TEM micrographs in Figure 3.6 and
Upon

annealing, the local driving force

for each chain to experience a preferred interfacial curvature with
the PI chains on the

concave side

results in a undulation of the lamellar layers. This undulation builds in

amplitude until the PI layers actually become perforated by PS channels. The point

which

interfacial undulations

poke through

the PI layers to

at

form holes represents a

localized discontinuous break in the otherwise continuously deforming and evolving
interfacial structure.

become

like a

mesh

The

PI branches which separate the holes in the PI layers relax and

or lace of interconnected cylinders. In so doing they approach their

preferred interfacial curvature.

Several groups have observed equilibrium morphologies in different systems
similar to the folded-lace intermediate structure. In their study of order-order transitions
in

low molecular weight diblock copolymers, Khandpur, etalP observed an

equilibrium "hexagonally perforated lamellar" phase, or HPL,
intermediately segregated (high temperature and low
consists of alternating layers of PI and

PS

in

in the

weakly

to

xN) regime. The HPL phase

which the PS layers are perforated by PI
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W
channels in hexagonal symmetry. Disko,
et aU^ have observed a "catenoid
lamel
phase, identical in structure to the

diblock and

Also

in a

HPL phase, in a strongly segregated blend of PS/PI

PS homopolymer with

the

PS forming

the channels through the PI layers.

blend system of PS/PI, specificaUy utilizing
(AB)„ four arm starblock

copolymers and PS homopolymer, Hashimoto,
etaU observed a "mesh" phase. This

mesh phase most resembles

the folded-lace structure in that the

alternating PI layers don't occur in a hexagonal

shape and

While

size.

observed in

this

all

symmetry and

PS channels through

the

fluctuate slightly in

of these morphologies resemble the folded-lace
structure

work, the folded-lace

is

inherently thermodynamically unique. All of

the above phases represent equilibrium states of
the respective systems whether they are

weakly segregated, neat diblocks

at

high temperatures or strongly segregated blends

room temperature. To our knowledge,

at

a quenched, intermediate layered-lace

microstructure has never been observed in a neat, strongly segregated
block copolymer

system.

3.4.3 Equilibrium

ROW Morphology

The prolonged, high temperature annealing experiments conducted on
cyclohexane-cast samples allow the observation of the

through folded-lace, and eventually
phase, or

3.8

is

a

the

way back

ROW. The prolonged annealing at

sufficient time

structure

all

full transition; folded-sheets,

to the

UST and

and thermal energy for the system

the

randomly-oriented

worm

150°C for 20 days allowed

to relax into its equilibrium

worm-like

and erase the kinetically trapped non-equilibrium chain conformations. Figure

TEM micrograph of the cyclohexane-cast material after the extended annealing

treatment at 125°C.

The

behavior represented

in

results of die

Figure

3.8.

schematically represented in Figure
lamellar morphology as

shown

in

150°C annealing treatment are

The
3.9.

identical to the

entire morphological transformation is

Originally, the samples displayed the folded

Figure 3.5. Identical results were also obtained for
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Figure 3.8:

TEM micrograph of cyclohcxanc-cast I2S-8I
ROW,

displaying the randomly

phase after annealing at 125"C for 20
days (also representative of the samples annealed at 150"C),
oriented

worm,

or
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f

20 days @
or
20 days @

Figure 3.9:

US^C
150T

Schematic of the entire I2S-8I morphological transition - selective solvent
cast alternating layers of PI and PS through the folded-lace
intermediate and finally reaching the
equilibrium phase.

ROW
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foldcd-lace intermediate samples
which were already previously annealed
at 120"C for

one week. Both the folded-lamellar
structure and the intermediate
folded-lace
transformed into

structure

ROW phases almost identical to that formed when cast and annealed

from the non-preferential solvent toluene.
The PI worms produced by annealing the
folded sheet structure appear more
uniform in their shape and distribution

in

space since

they originated from the well ordered,
non-equilibrium layered structure as opposed
non-preferentially solvated,

homogeneous

state.

The transformation of both

to a

the original

folded-lamellar structure and the folded-lace
intermediate into essentially identical

ROW phases supports the equilibrium nature of this novel, randomly oriented

block

copolymer phase.
Figure 3.10

is

a

TEM micrograph of dioxane-cast 1^8-81

the initial annealing treatment at 120°C for one
week.

,

both before and after

The system microphase separated

into a spherical micelle structure with dark PI
spherical

domains lying

in a

continuous

matrix of PS. Just as in the cyclohexane-cast sample, as the
system microphase
separated the solvent was partitioned unequally between the

PS domains and

PI

domains. Therefore, the PS microphase had an effectively larger volume fraction
due
its

to

swelling by the selective solvent forcing the PI blocks into the cores of the
spherical

micelles.

When

the remaining solvent evaporated the

morphology was

kinetically

trapped somewhere within the spherical region of the phase diagram in Figure 3.4.

However,

this spherical

non-equilibrium phase

is

unlike the non-equilibrium

cyclohexane-cast samples. Because the selective solvent cast PI domains make up a
dispersed structure

it is

essentially impossible for

them

to link together to

form a

less

dispersed morphology such as cylinders, worms, or lamella even though such a
transition

might be energetically favorable. The PS coronas of these spherical micelles

screen the PI cores from one another preventing them from joining together to produce

more continuous PI domain

structures.

A

thermoreversible order-order transition has

been observed between cylinders and spheres
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in a

weakly

to intermediately segregated.

Figure 3.10:

TEM micrograph of dioxane-cast I2S-8I
week

after annealing at

120°C for one

displaying kinetically trapped spherical PI micelles in a
matrix.
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PS

low molecular weight PS/PI

diblock.^s

While

the transition from hcxagonally
packed

cylinders to spheres only took between 30-60
minutes to occur the opposite transition

required ~

40 hours.

intermediate or

Only

at

very high temperatures, placing the system
in the

weak segregation

limit

where order-order

transitions can occur, could

large chain conformational changes take
place and the unfavorable enthalpic
interactions be significantly lowered so that the
spherical micelles could link and form

the equilibrium

ROW phase.

3.5 Conclusions

A unique, randomly oriented worm micelle morphology, or ROW,
in

an IjS simple graft block copolymer with

(}>,=

0.81.

Via a

is

observed

set of selective solvent

casting and prolonged, high temperature annealing experiments, combined
with

experimental results utilizing a non-selective solvent,

demonstrated

to

this

morphology was

be the equilibrium state for the system. The

worm

structure occurs

only at or near the particular volume fraction where the two PI backbone chains per

molecule are

first

forced to the concave side of the PS/PI interface in the microphase

separated state. In another paper, Pochan, et al? find two other IjS samples, one with a
slightly higher

volume

PS

graft

volume

fraction ((j)j=0.66),

fraction ((1),=0.89) and

which form

a hexagonally packed

alternating PS/PI lamellar phase respectively.

predicted theoretically the

volume

one with a

fraction

lower PS

cylindrical phase and

While both of these phases were

window

predicted to be a bicontinuous, cubic phase.^

PS

slightly

in

which the

The randomly

ROW phase resides

is

oriented worm-like micelle

phase does not necessarily preclude the existence of the theoretically predicted
bicontinuous phase. However, the above experiments support the premise that the

worm-like micelle morphology

is

graft architecture of the molecule

an equilibrium structure which exists due to the novel

and the unique relationship between the particular
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volume

fraction of

(},.

= 0.8

1

and the concavity of the PS/PI interface
on which the two

PI chains per molecule must reside.
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CHAPTER 4

MORPHOLOGIES OF MICROPHASE SEPARATED

CONFORMATIONALLY ASYMMETRIC DIBLOCK COPOLYMERS

4.1

Abstract

The equilibrium morphological behavior of a
asymmetric linear diblock copolymers

(SAXS) and

is

series of conformationally

characterized via small-angle x-ray scattering

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

polyisoprcnc and poly(/-butylmethacrylate)

(PtBMA)

The Unear diblock molecules of

are prepared anionically over a

range of PtBMA volume fractions 0.17 to 0.85.
Solution light scattering experiments are

performed on

PtBMA homopolymer at theta conditions,

with PI data in the literature

asymmetry between

in order to characterize the

results are

calculated utilizing self-consistent

mean

to high

degree of conformaUonal

the respective blocks. This conformational

by an e of 0.75. The experimental

At middle

and the results were compared

PtBMA

volume

asymmetry

is

quantified

compared with morphological behavior

field theory for a diblock

fractions, (^^^j,

> 0.30,

system with e = 0.75.

the experimental

morphological behavior agrees well with the calculated behavior; the microphase
boundaries are slightly shifted
larger

Kuhn

fraction

length.

At

<^p^QMA

to higher

<

volume

fractions of the

PtBMA block due to its

^-30, however, discrepancies are found in the

dependence of experimentally determined morphological behavior and

volume
that

calculated theoretically. Interestingly, extremely well ordered cylindrical microstructures

were observed for PI cylinder domains embedded

in

PtBMA matrices;

these samples were

prepared by solvent casting with no treatment, such as shearing, to enhance long range
order.

These well ordered cylinder

structures contrast with

PtBMA cylinders in a PI

matrix on the opposite side of the phase diagram which have very poor long range order.
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4.2 Introduction
4.2.

1

Conformational Asymmetry Effects

The

strongly microphase segregated (large

conformationally symmetric diblock copolymers
fractions of the respecUve block species
and
relative

volume

staUstical

fraction.'^

is

xN regime) morphological behavior of

is

determined by the relaUve volume

calculated to be symmetric about 0.50

However, by introducing only a

slight difference in either the

segment lengths and/or segmental volumes between
the constituents of a

diblock, such as in the often studied system of
polystyrene and polyisoprcne, the

microphase boundaries become asymmetric about

<if^

= 0.50M

It

has been theoretically

predicted that by introducing substantial asymmetry in
the chain statistics between the two

blocks the volume fraction dependence of the observed
morphological behavior can be

more

drastically altered.^ In particular,

Kuhn

IcngOi and/or a smaller segmental volume than the corresponding

volume
to shift

if

the

A block in an AB

B

block, the

fraction dependencies of die various strongly segregated
morphologies are found

towards higher relative volume fraction of die

A block.

alleviates a disparity in the entropic chain stretching penalty

the

linear diblock has a larger

more highly

coiled

B

chain

is

This volume fraction

between the

able to relax at the expense of the

chain. In this work, the effects of conformational

asymmetry on

A and B

shift

blocks;

more expanded

A

the equilibrium

microphase separated behavior of linear diblocks are experimentally probed

utilizing

diblocks of polyisoprene and poly(f€rf-butylmelhacrylate) (PI/PlBMA). The

experimentally characterized morphological behavior of a series of nine samples

compared

4.2.2

to Uieoretical predictions for a

is

then

system with similar conformational asymmetry.

Asymmetry Parameter
Helfand and Sapse* predicted the contribution of non-local, entropic

to differing chain statistics, to the interfacial profile

polymer blends. They introduced the parameter
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and

effects,

due

interfacial tension of binary

(l/6)Pjbi^

where

Pj is

the

number

density of

Kuhn

steps and

is

the

Kuhn

length of species

conformational asymmetry of the two
component system.

done

to characterize the degree to

which the

free energy of

i,

to quantify the

More

recently,

work has been

mixing of blends

is

affected

differing chain statistics of components.^-*
Calculations within the construct of the

Huggins theory were performed on nearly
athermal mixtures

in

which excess

by

Hory-

free

energies of mixing arose specifically from
conformational differences between blend

components. In the absence of local

specific interactions, systems

degree of conformational asymmetry, represented
by a
greater or

much

ratio e

=

less than unity, exhibited a positive excess
free

resulting in immiscibiUty. In earlier experimental

work

which contained a high
either

much

energy of mixing

Bates, et al^ found large

discrepancies between calculated and measured
Flory-Huggins x parameters of
isotopically labeled polyolefin mixtures and diblocks.

between the discrepancies

in

x parameter (considering

degrees of asymmetry between

They showed a strong

correlation

enthalpic interactions) with the

Kuhn segment lengths of the

different components.

4.2.3 Previous Experimental Research

The thermodynamic

implications of conformational asymmetry between the two

blocks of a block copolymer were considered to explain experimental results several years
before the theoretical background was formulated to address the issue. Ahndal et al
tentatively ascribed the complicated phase behavior in a polyolefmic block

system around the order-disorder
of gyration of the two blocks.'^

transition

More

effect of differing chain statistics

(ODT)

recently,

to the disparity in the

copolymer

unperturbed radii

Gehlsen and Bates directly probed the

between constituents of a diblock copolymer on the

ODT's

of a set of polyolefins before and after hydrogenation.^^ Several of the systems

studied

became

were observed

quite conformationally asymmetric after hydrogenation. Higher

after

ODT's

hydrogenation due to the entropic excess free energy of mixing even

though the blocks of the copolymers became more enthalpically compatible. As stated
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earlier, the slight

iLsymmclry

ol ihc well studied PS/I>I pha^se

fraction has been ascribed to the slight

asynuneUy

in

diagram relative

volume

to

chain statistics between PS and P1,m

but the systematic introduction of constituent
blocks will, larger c\s and Uie observation of
Uieir

conesponding asymmetric strongly

.segregated pha.se behavior has not been

previou.sly performed.

4.2.4 Previous 'riieorelicai Research
Self-consistent Held Uieories have been developed in
an attempt to calculate Uie
effects of conformational

vicinity of the

fraction.

symmeU ic
1

lowever.

segmental volume then
Uie

n

block.

It

AB

if

chain sUetching penally the

il

A

tlie

coil-like

AH

block has a larger

B

blocks.

To

= 0.57

(^^

of reference
in

tJie

curvature

5.

where

at

the

e

=

A

blocks while more

this mi.sniatch in the

A/H

A

pha.se so that the

interface shifts the

to larger

enUopic

volume

B

volume

A

fractions of the

0.6. the center of the pha.se

diagram

is

agreement with the qualitative rea.soning above. All

subsequent order-order tiansitions (OOI

more expanded

is

length and/or lower

expanded

tlie

reduce

dependence of the respective morphologies

approximately

Kuhn

interface will curve towards the

blocks can relax. This shifting of

1

linear diblock

the center of the lamellar region resides at 50/50 relative

energetically easier to stretch

more

block. In Figure

copolymers from the

unperturbed radius of gyration. R^„. will be larger than that of

iLs

becomes

difficult to stretch the

fraction

a unified UeaUiient of

ODT to strong .segregation.vi^ "

conformationally

volume

asymmetry wiUiin

's)

are shifted to higher

volume

fractions ol

tlie

A chains.

In order to specifically look at stiongly .segregated .systems with confonnational

a.symmetry a series of PI and

PtBMA

bulky tert-bulyl ester side groups

Kuhn

length than in PI.

linear diblocks

.sterically

were

syntliesi/ed.

In

PiBMA

hinder backbone rotations resulting

The confonnational asymmetry

micropha.se boundaries to larger volume fractions of
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is

found

PtHMA.

the

in a larger

to slightly .shift the

4.3 Experimental
4.3.

Synthesis and Characterization of

1

PtBMA Homopolymers

All purifications and polymerizations
were conducted under high

vacuum

conditions using classical breakseal and
constriction techniques.^ The
polymerization
solvent, tetrahydrofuran (THF),

was

purified

by sequential exposure

from sodium dispersion and sodium/potassium
aUoy (weight

ratio

=

to

and

distillation

2:1). tert-

Butylmethacrylate (Scientific Polymer Products)
was dried over freshly ground CaH^

followed by exposure to trioctylalummum (Aldrich,
25 wt.
into evacuated ampules.

since,

pure

even

state.

at -78°C,

it

The

purified

% in hexanes) and distillation

monomer was used immediately

in polymerizations

exhibited a strong tendency to polymerize on
storage in this highly

1.1-Diphenylethylene (DPE) (Kodak) was purified sequentially
over CaH^,

sodium metal, and n-butylUtiiium (Aldrich, 2.0

M in pentane); the DPE was then diluted

wiUi benzene in vacuo to appropriate concentrations.
sec-ButylUthium (Aldrich, 1.3

cyclohexane) was used as

initiator after purification

by

short-patii high

vacuum

M in

distiUation

followed by dilution with benzene to proper concentrations. Methanol,
used to terminate
polymerizations,

was

purified

by exposure

to several freeze-tiiaw cycles using

hquid

nitrogen and rigorous degassing followed by ampulization.

Polymerization involved charging a reactor with sec-butyllithium followed by
addition of a 2-3 molar excess of

was employed

DPE.

A time period of 30 minutes at room temperature

for generation of the diphenylhexyUithium initiator (cherry red color).

THF was then introduced into tiie reactor by distillation at -78° C.

The

tert-

butylmethacrylate was charged by slow distillation into the rapidly stirred reactor with
instant disappearance of

minutes

at -78°

tiie

cherry red color. The polymerizations were run for 30-60

C, depending on molecular weight, with efficient

after termination with

stirring.

Immediately

methanol the polymers were precipitated into water/methanol

mixtures followed by isolation and vacuum drying.
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Molecular weight distributions were
analyzed using size exclusion

chromatography (SEC); Waters Model
510 pump, Waters 410

two

ultrastyragel Unear

(flowrate

differential refractometer,

columns (American Polymer Standards
Corp.),

ImUmin), and

THF as eluent

data accumulation and analysis using
Viscotek

TriSEC

software,

version 2.70. Weight-average molecular
weights (M,), radii of gyration (R^, and
second
virial coefficients (A^)

were measured using a Brookhaven BI2030AT
Ught

scattering unit

with an Ar* ion laser operating at 488 nm.
Cyclohexane (fractionally distUled from

sodium) was used as solvent

at

a temperature of 10°C. This solvent/temperature

combination constitutes a theta condition for
anionically-produced PtBMA.i^

A custom-

designed, temperature-controlled closed filtration
loop was employed for sample
clarification using 0.2 ^im pore size Teflon

refractive index increment, dn/dc,

was measured

DRM-1020 double beam

Electronics

membrane filters (Gelman
as 0.058

mL/g

differential refractometer.

were used for instrument alignment and

calibration.

The

Sciences).

using an Otsuka

Toluene and cyclohexane

Measurements were conducted

at

10

angles over the range of 30-135° and data were acquired and analyzed
using the BI-ZP
4.0

Zimm

Plot Software from Brookhaven.

Intiinsic viscosities

purified cyclohexane using

[ti]

and Huggins coefficients were measured

Cannon Ubbeholde

at

10°C in

dilution viscometers. Conditions

were

chosen to eliminate the need for kinetic energy corrections (solvent flow times were about

150

sec). Relative viscosities

ranged from 1.4

to 1.1,

and data were

fit

using Huggins

equation.

4.3.2 Synthesis and Characterization of PtBMA/PI Diblock

Copolymer

Purifications are generally as described above. In addition, benzene

by exposure

to concentrated sulfuric acid, calcium hydride,

oligostyryllithium. Isoprene (Aldrich)

was exposed
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to

was

purified

sodium dispersion, and

calcium hydride, sodium

dispersion, and n-bulyllithium (at least

20 minutes

at

0"C) followed by

distillation into

evacuated ampules.
Polymerizations were conducted

in a

manner chosen

to assure high 1,4 content in

the PI component. This involved
polymerization of isoprene in benzene at

22^

using

scc-bulyllithium initiation. After waiting for
sufficient time (> 24 hours) to insure

complete conversion of isoprene
frozen benzene, in

to PI,

THF was distiUed

THF, was completely

into the reactor at -78"C.

dissolved by stirring, and then

butylmeUiacrylate was slowly introduced by

distillation.

The

tcrt-

No DPE capping

step

was

employed.'^ Polymerizations were run for about 30 minutes
followed by termination
wiUi metiianol. Polymers were isolated by precipitation into
methanol and were stabilized

by addition of a small amount of butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT).
Characterization of polydispersities and compositions of the diblocks
was

achieved by

SEC

and 300

MHz proton NMR, respectively.

As expected based upon

polymerization conditions, the PI components exhibited high 1-4-microstructures

93%

l,4and7%3,4).

values were determined in dry, distilled

temperature using a Chromatix

KMX-6

(ca.

THF at room

low-angle laser light scattering unit operating

at

a

wavelength of 633 nm. The dn/dc value for each sample was measured under the same
conditions using Olsuka Brice-Phoenix differential refractometers. Number-average

molecular weights

(MJ were

membrane osmometer and

measured

in toluene at

37°C using a Jupiter Model 231

regenerated cellulose membranes. Glass transition

temperatures, T^, were measured for the

PtBMA phases of several

diblocks and values in

the range of about 60-70°C were found. These values are in the expected range due to the

microphase separated

was measured

PyPtBMA

state

of die samples given the value of approximately 80°C which

for high molecular weight

homopolymer. Molecular

diblock copolymers are presented in Table 4.1.
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characteristics of the

Table 4.1

PI^tBMA DiblockCopolymers-Molecular Characteristics: (a)
Membrane osmometry fb)
Low-angle laser light scattering, (c) SEC, (d) ^H-NMR
The compositions from ^H-NMR
the gravimetrically meLred densitlL of
1^2
g«cm
r.cm'C
tor p'^mV^
flBMA at 25 C and 0.91 e«cm for FT at 9 ST

Sample

X 10^^)

Vol.
Fraction
PtBMA^'^^

PtBMA-17

5.82

6.91

1.08

0.17

PtBMA-22

5.35

5.91

1.18

0.22

PtBMA-27

5.77

6.66

1.11

0.27

PtBMA-32

6.43

6.95

1.07

0.32

PtBMA-50

6.13

7.61

1.23

0.50

PtBMA-60

6.18

6.62

1.11

0.60

PtBMA-70

5.84

6.20

1.10

0.70

PtBMA-75

5.54

5.61

1.13

0.75

PtBMA-85

6.18

6.26

1.08

0.85
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Sample Preparation

4.3.3

for Morphological Characterization

Solid fihns approximately

1

mm thick were cast in 30 ml Pyrex beakers from 5

weight percent solutions of block copolymer
parameter,
for PI (5

=

6,

of 17.8

in toluene. Toluene,

MPa^, was as close as we could come to

17 MPa"^) and

PtBMA (5 «

18 Mpa^'^), although

PtBMA.17 The evaporation of solvent was
controUed

An

exact

to

which has a solubiUty

a non-preferential solvent

it is

slightly selective for

form a soUd fibn

xN determination for tiie PI/PtBMA system is difficult since phase behavior

experiments on

PtBMA

are non-existent in the Uterature. Also,
a rough estimation of
x

based on solubility parameters does not account
for the positive additions

energy of mixing due to

enti-opic effects

solubility parameter of polystyrene (PS)

is

18 MPa^'^, identical to that determined for
determined'«-2o

conformationally symmetric system of PS and PI to estimate

xN estimated from PS

to tiie free

from conformational asymmetry." The

PtBMA.'^ Therefore, we use experimentally

and

after 14 days.

x values of the more

xN between PI and PtBMA.

and PI measurements should represent a lower bound for the PI

PtBMA block pair since the conformational asymmetry between PI and PtBMA will

lead to positive additions to

tiie

free energy of mixing."

The block copolymer degree of

polymerizations, N, were normalized relative to an average reference density,

p„,

via the

equation N=pJ(Np^^,VPp.bma)+(Np/Ppi)] where
Po=[(Pp,bma)(Ppi)]'" and pp^^^ and

pp,

values are 4.33 and 8.04 segments/unit volume respectively. Therefore, die lower bound

of xN for our samples

125°C, and 80- 1 10

at

is

estimated to be 40-70 at the sample annealing temperature of

25 °C. At

this relatively

high degree of segregation the phase

boundaries are nearly independent of xN (see reference
paper).

Thus our estimation of the x parameter does not

5,

Figure

seriously

1

and Figure 4.6 of

compromise

this

tiie

conclusions of this study.

The

cast

PI-PtBMA

films

were placed under high vacuum

to allow the evaporation of residual solvent.

up

to

125°C over a period of a day and held

for several days at

40°C

The vacuum oven temperature was ramped
there for
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one week

in order to

promote die

development of well ordered, equilibrium
morphologies. After annealing the temperature

was slowly ramped down
temperature.

annealed

at

to

80"C over two days and then quickly lowered

to

A second set of samples was quenched in liquid nitrogen after

125"C for

five

room

having

days in order to observe any morphological
differences arising

in the intermediate segregation
regime. Identical

morphologies were observed

in

unamiealed cast films, annealed films which were
slowly cooled, and annealed films

were quenched
developed

XN

in liquid nitrogen. Lattice

in the

values for the

order

was found

to

that

be somewhat better

annealed samples. These results further
support the existence of large

PI/PtBMA pair and

place the sample series in the strongly segregated

regime.

SecUons approximately 300-800

A thick were cut in a Reichert-Jung

cryoultramicrotome equipped with a Diatome cryo diamond
knife
of

- 1

at

a sample temperature

10°C and a knife temperature of -90°C. The sections were subsequenUy
stained

OSO4 vapors

in

for four hours and then observed in the transmission electron
microscope

(TEM).

4.3.4 Morphological Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a
operating at lOOkV. Small angle X-ray scattering

with both a sealed tube source and

collimation. Patterns

(SAXS) experiments were performed

at a synchrotron.

performed on a Rigaku-Denki camera with

The

sealed tube experiments were

CuKa X-ray radiation

were collected photographically with Kodak

(DEF-5). Synchrotron

SAXS experiments were performed

Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS)

at the

JEOL lOOCX

and pinhole
direct exposure fihn

on beamline

16.1 of the

Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, U.K.

Details of the electron storage ring, radiation, camera geometry, and data collection
electronics have been given elsewhere.^' White radiation from the electron ring

collimated using a cylindrically bent Ge(l

1

1) crystal to isolate
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was

an intense beam of

X = 1.50 ± 0.01
which has a

A x-rays.

The instrument

spatial resolution of

employed an evacuated

is

equipped with a 20 x 20 cm. area detector

500 urn and a count-rate

flight path

limit of

500 kHz. The

set-up

and a 5 m. sample-to-detector distance.
The bulk

polymer fdms were sandwiched between
two pieces of Kapton polyimide tape and then

mounted

in the

beam

used to calibrate the

sample

cell

path.

SAXS

An oriented
detector.

recorded the incident

Kapton and camera background

specimen of wet collagen

tendon) was

A parallel-plate ionization detector placed before the

intensities.

scattering,

The experimental data wei^

corrected for

sample absorption, and the positional

alinearity of the detector. Birefringence
observations

room temperature with

(rat tail

were performed on bulk films

at

a Leitz optical microscope under cross polars.

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1

Conformational Analysis of

PtBMA

The molecular characteristics of the PtBMA homopolymers
10°C are summarized

in

Table

The very small A^ values and

4.2.

in

cyclohexane

large

at

Huggins

Table 4.2

Molecular Characteristics of PtBMA in Cyclohexane Under Theta Conditions:
average radius of gyration (b) Via SEC in THF

MwXlO-'

R,.z(nmr

A^ x

10'

dL»g"'

1.76

16.2

3.2

0.326

0.65

1.20

2.91

18.4

-0.9

0.394

1.01

1.16

4.15

23.0

3.3

0.481

0.78

1.27
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Z-

UJM^"

[^]

(ml»mol»g"^)

(a)

coefficients suggest that

This allows the characteristic

state.

using the equation^3

of the repeating

I

1

=

unit. In

weight-average

6R>

c„ =

chain bonds of length

Table

measurements were conducted

1

.53 A.

^

or very near

is

the Flory theta

C„, to be evaluated directly for each
sample

= (3R,^/M)/(P/M„) where n

M

to,

molecular weight, and

is

the
is

number of main

the molecular weight

order to correct for polydispersity
present in the samples the

values were computed from the measured
z-average values given in

assuming a Schulz-Flory

value of 20.4 for

1

ratio,

at,

PtBMA.

distribution.23^4 jhis

approach yields an average C„

This value compares reasonably well with
the value of 23.8

esUmated by Kozhokaryu and co-workers^^ using

intrinsic viscosity data

on high

molecular weight fracUons from radical polymerization
in the good solvent butylacetate.

On the

other hand, our measured value of 20.4

reported by Karandinos et

aU^ based on

is

much

larger than the value of

intrinsic viscosity

1 1 .8

measurements under theta

conditions on anionically prepared specimens.
In the

4.6 X 10'

-

work of Kozhokaryu

8.7 X 10^ g/mol

et al.

samples covering the molecular weight range of

were employed. The hazards of estimating unperturbed

dimensions from viscosity data on samples exhibiting very large excluded
volumes are

well-documented and are

likely to lead to

an overestimation of

The apparent

disagreement between the theta condition viscosity data of Karandinos
scattering data

was more

measurements on the
give a

C„

difficult to rationalize.

We therefore conducted

PtBMA samples prepared for the present study

value of 13.5 using the equations^^ ^

(4.1)

K^ =

^^^Q

M'/2

=

<l>o(<r^>)o

^312

<r^>(

n|2

(4.2)
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et al.

and our

light

[ril

(Table

II);

these data

where K,

we

is

the unperturbed parameter,

took as 2.5 x 10" mol-),3o and <r^>„

is

is

the Flory

hydrodynamic parameter (which

the unperturbed mean-square
end-to-end

distance. This difference between
our result of the solution viscosity
determined
that of

Karandinos

et al is not outside the experimental
uncertainty

and

C. and

may reflect tacticity

differences in the specimens.is

The

intrinsic viscosity data analysis
requires the

assumption of a value of

for a

semi-flexible polymer chain, and thus caution
should be exercised in estimating the chain
stiffness for semi-flexible

macromolecules such as

PtBMA from

intrinsic viscosity data.

Light scattering represents a more reUable, direct
method to measure the size of semiflexible

chain

macromolecules since no a priori assumptions need

statistics

to

be made concerning the

of a polymer. Based on the light scattering
measurements

that the value of the Flory

typical flexible coil.

parameter

is

substantially

The average value we compute

.
<l>0

=

smaUer

using

tiie

for

we

calculated

PtBMA tiian it is for a

equation

[TllM

(4.3)

and the data of Table

H is

1.39 (±0.20) x 10^^

condition random coil value.^i
flexibility

mo\ \ a value much smaller than

" This smaller value

Even though
as indicated

(^^,

consistent with a lower degree of

the

has a limiting value of zero for an infinite rod.^^

PtBMA backbone is very stiff relative to a freely rotating chain,

by die large C„, the

steric

mechanism chosen

actually tempers the conformational asymmetry.

the

theta

of PtBMA as compared to "typical" random coils such as polyisoprene and

polystyrene. In fact,

make

is

tiie

backbone

segment volume

stiff

and the

larger and the

statistical

to

make

By utilizing

the

backbone

stiff

large side groups in order to

segment length large one also makes the

number density of segments correspondingly

one assumes Gaussian chain behavior of PtBMA
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in the bulk

lower. If

and defines a segment as the

monomer (M„ =142.2 g/mol where
condition

data in Table

approximately 0.68
the

of

number

PtBMA

density,

This segment length

for 1,4 PI as determined

p^^„

is

now equal

to

is

nm

for

larger than literature values of

by

SANS

from the melt.» However,

(Uma/M„)(N,) where ^

is

the

mass density

or [(1.02g/cmV(142.2g/mol)](6.02xl0")
=4.33x10^' segments/cm^ or 4.33

segments/nm^
unit with a

nm

one calculates an average segment
length of 1.06

II,

PtBMA from R^^ =(Nb^)/6.

N =M,/MJ then, utiUzing the measured theta

If

we

do the same calculation for PI by defining
a segment as a monomer

mass density of 68.12 g/mol then p„=8.04
segments/nml Bearing

that die small

number of

1,2

and 3,4 linkages

in the PI

mind

in

lowers the PI segment lengdi

sUghtly from the value of 0.68 nm, the combination
of these segment lengtiis and
densities leads to an approximate conformational

PI/PtBMA. The

asymmetry parameter of e =0.75

large differences in characteristic ratios

degree of conformational asymmetry

segmental volume for

PtBMA, and

in the

block

pair.

the subsequently

seem

to indicate

for

a very large

However, the much

much lower number

larger

density of

segments, provides for a system with only moderate conformational
asymmetry.

4.4.2 Morphological Characterization

The assigned morphologies

for the entire series of

PI/PtBMA

diblocks are Usted in

Table 4.3 along with the d spacings for the lowest angle scattering maxima. In the
discussion that follows the numerical designation in the

volume percent of the
the S

name of each sample

indicates the

PtBMA block. Most of the samples produced powder patterns in

AXS experiments due to the small grain size of the microstructure and are

represented as one dimensional plots, in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, of integrated intensity vs.
scattering vector q,
scattering angle).

where q

={4;c/>,}sin{e/2} (k

is

the radiation wavelength and 9

is

the

However, samples PtBMA-70 and PtBMA-75 display extremely high

degrees of long range order in their hexagonally packed cylinder microstructures and

produce the highly ordered hexagonal spot patterns displayed

80

in

Figure 4.3.

Table 4.3

PIOTBMA Morphology Characteristics:

(a) d, = 2ii/q, where a - 47t/;Lr.inft ^ «nH -^a
the scattenng angle for the
lowest angle BraL oeak corr^.ZdiTn h
f
v,'^
'"'^^^"^1
'''^
cyhnders, d,,, for lameUae, and d,,,^
for

•

bofyJ^ctti^X

Morphology

Optical

Birefring c.ni

PtBMA-17

0.17

33 1±5

cubic array of

PtBMA spheres in PI

No

matrix

PtBMA-22

0.22

349±5

cubic array of PtBMA spheres in PI
matrix

PtBMA-27

0.27

359±5

cubic array of

PtBMA spheres in

PI

No

No

matrix

PtBMA-32

0.32

419±5

hexagonally packed

PtBMA

Yes

cylinders in PI matrix

PtBMA-50

0.50

393±5

alternating

PtBMA and PI lameUae

Yes

PtBMA-60

0.60

398±5

alternating

PtBMA and PI lameUae

Yes

PtBMA-70

0.70

331±5

hexagonally packed PI cylinders

Yes

in a

PtBMA-75

0.75

308±5

hexagonally packed PI cylinders
in a

PtBMA-85

0.85

233±5

PtBMA matrix
Yes

PtBMA matrix

cubic array of PI spheres in

PtBMA

No

matrix

I

I
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PtBMA-32
x20

PtBMA-27

s

xIO

I/}

PtBMA-22
xlO

PtBMA-17
xIO

Figure

4,

One dimensional

synchrotron

SAXS

plots of total integrated intensity of the

powder

patterns vs. scattering vector, q, of the PI/PtBMA
diblock samples with (i?y^aMA < 0.50. The strong maxima in PtBMAisotropic

17, 22,

and 27 correspond

PtBMA

of poorly ordered cubic lattices of
spheres with the expected positions of higher reflections
to q*

marked at q,/q* of /2,
and ^TA. The expected positions of the
first minima and maxima of the sphere SPFF are marked by up and
,

down

arrows, respectively.

The

q^,

/q* ratios of

confirm a hexagonal array of cylinders
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in

1,

V3,

PtBMA-32.

\/'4,

and

/7

q

2q

PtBMA-85

/

c3
in

u

PtBMA-60
4q*
xlO

q

PtBMA-50

q A-l
Figure 4.2:

One dimensional SAXS

plots of total integrated intensity of the isotropic

A

powder

patterns vs. scattering vector, q, of the PI/PtBM
diblock
samples with (l)p„j^,A > 0.50. The SAXS patterns from PtBMA-50

and 60 are characteristic of alternating lamellar phases with higher
order reflections of the long spacing. PtBMA-85 contains the first
two Bragg maxima for a cubic array of spheres at (\^ /q* ratios of 1

and \F 2.
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0.02-

0.04-

0.060.06

-0.04

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.04

0. »6

qx (A'
0.06
I

PtBMATTa

0.04

0.02-1

0.00

-0.02

-I

-0.04

~\

0.06
0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0.00

0.02

I

I

0.04

0.06

qx (A'
Figure 4.3:

Two dimensional

hexagonal

SAXS

patterns of samples

PtBMA-70 and 75

taken parallel to the film surface indicative of scattering almost
exclusively parallel with the hexagonally packed cylinder axes,
(a) contour plot of the synchrotron SAXS pattem of PtBMA-70
with the (1 1) reflection absent, (b) SAXS pattem of PtBMA-75 as
collected on direct exposure film in the Rigaku-Denki pinhole

camera with the (20) reflection absent. The (10)
partially hidden by the main beam.
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reflection is

As can be

seen in the

TEM micrograph in Figure 4.4a, PtBMA-27 displays

microphase separated spherical
the length scale of several

structure.

PtBMA

However, a cubic

lattice

symmetry

is

limited to

domains. The three samples with the
lowest relaUve

volume fracuon of PtBMA; PtBMA-17,
PtBMA-22, and PtBMA-27; displayed

the

morphological behavior so only one
representative micrograph, of PtBMA-27,

is

displayed.
is

The existence of a poorly ordered cubic

supported by the

displayed in Figure
first

SAXS
4.

1

data.

The azimuthally

lattice

underlying the

integrated, isotropic

for each these three spherical samples

scattering peak followed

a

by much weaker higher

show

PtBMA domains

SAXS

patterns

a strong and discrete

scattering angle peaks.

expected positions of maxima associated with a
body-centered

same

lattice are

The

marked on

the

patterns with their respective scattering vector
ratios relative to q*. Also, the expected

posiUon of the

first

maximum and minimum

of the spherical single particle form factor

(SPFF) are marked on each pattern with a downward and
upward arrow

The

form factor maxima and minima of the spheres were

i'th

relations q^R,^^^ =5.76. 9.10.... and q,R^.„ =4.43,
7.73,

body-centered cubic latUce with the equation

volume

(}>

longest spacing measured by

PtBMA-17

SAXS. The

coiTespond well with the

calculatcd^^.ss via the

is

...

=(8)' V3(Ryd)'

fraction of the minority, sphere forming

broad

at

calculated assuming a

where

component and

maxima

d,,o

at

that the

sample

is

samples, although

is

the relaUve

= 2n/q*

is

the

PtBMA-27 and

SPFF maxima. PtBMA-22 and PtBMA-27

flq* cannot be resolved from

PtBMA spherical

(j)

higher q in

contain weak, broad shoulders at approximately VTq* indicative of a

expected

respectively.

it is

the strong q*

maximum

obvious from the

in

lattice.

The peak

any of the low

TEM micrograph in Figure 4a

indeed a spherical micelle phase and not a hexagonal cylindrical

The GPC experiments

for these spherical samples, as well as the entire

lattice.

PI-PtBMA

reveal no sample degradation or oxidation during the annealing process.
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also

series,

None of the
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samples with spherical morphology
displayed any opUcal birefringence,
an observation
consistent with a cubic structure.
In order to verify the equilibrium
nature of this poorly ordered cubic
the samples

were cast two additional times from toluene
and annealed

at

morphology

lower

temperatures of 120°C and 100°C for one week.
These two temperatures are

above the observed

of 80°C for the glassy

in the recasting

well

PtBMA block^ and thus should allow

significant relaxation of any non-equiUbrium
effects.

formed

still

The

and reannealing experiments were

spherical

miceUe morphologies

identical to those

formed

at

125°C.

Moving

to slightly higher

hcxagonally packed

micrograph

in

PtBMA volume fractions,

PtBMA cylinders in

a PI matrix. This is determined from the electron

Figure 4.4b and from the characteristic ratios of q/q*

in the azimuthally integrated isotropic

the hexagonal lattice

SAXS

is

SAXS

=

1,

VT

,

V^, and

VT

The long range order of

data in Figure 4.1.

not well developed as indicated by the isotropic nature of the

data; the average grain size (diameter)

PtBMA-60

sample PtBMA-32 displays

is

limited to about

1

^im.

are both alternating lamellae morphologies as seen in the

PtBMA-50 and

SAXS

data in Figure

4.2 and the electron micrograph in Figure 4.4c. All three of these samples displayed
optical birefringence consistent widi the non-cubic lattice assignments of hexagonally-

packed cylinders and alternating lamellae respectively.

Samples PtBMA-70 and PtBMA-75 display tremendous long range order which
evident in their two dimensional

SAXS

patterns

shown

and PtBMA-75 samples were quiescently cast from
following exacdy the same procedure as

all

is

Figure 4.3. The

dilute solution

PtBMA-70

and then annealed

the other samples in the series. Therefore, the

striking long-range order observed in the hexagonally

these two samples

in

is

packed cylindrical microstructure of

noteworthy. Both patterns were taken with the x-ray

beam

parallel

with the surface of the sample films placing the cylinder axes exclusively within the plane

of the film.

SAXS

patterns taken with the x-ray
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beam perpendicular

to the film surfaces

produced uniaxial arc patterns
consistent with scattering
perpendicular
axes. Figure 4.5

is

an electron micrograph taken
from a section of PtBMA-70

microtomed perpendicular
that the PI

cyUnder axes he

to the surface of the bulk film.
This
in the plane of the bulk film,

of perfection and long range order
of the hexagonal

and

lattice.

it

micrograph demonstrates
illustrates the

absent in both patterns, the

be attributed

to the

(1 1) in

PtBMA-70 and

convolution of the

cylindrical micelles with the

first

minimum

above mentioned Bragg

the (20) in
in the

powder pattern

SAXS

representing the systematic

and

95A can

be calculated for

reflections. Similar

SPFF minima in

PtBMA-75, values
These
the

results

SAXS

equal to 33.4% for

confirm that the

is

a

the lowest angle

=m2)(K)(RJd,j' where

PtBMA-70 and

(})p,

d,^

is

lattice).

equal to 25.6% for

SPFF minima are the cause of the Bragg peak absences in

PtBMA-70 and PtBMA-75.

marked difference

PtBMA forming the cylindrical

samples were

can then be

Bragg peak of the hexagonal

in degree of long range order

with PI forming the cylindrical domains, samples
with

These values are

consistent with those calculated after the syntheses of the samples.

patterns for

There

<})p,

(qR^^,) =3.83, 7.02,

respectively.

the electron micrographs.

calculated from these radii utilizing the relationship

This calculation yields

both

minima of the cyhndrical SPFF^^ cylinder radii of 1 16A

PtBMA-70 and PtBMA-75

is

Bragg peak

data^Bv and two dimensional
anisotropic scattering from

commensurate with radu estimated from

calculated from lnJq* (q* the

A Bragg reflection

SPFF scattering from

an extrusion-oriented cylindrical sample.'* Utilizing
the relationship
etc.

to

PtBMA-75. These can

absences in hexagonaUy packed cylinders have
been attributed to
isotropic

high degree

PtBMA-75 was observed

contain identical lattice structure in
electron microscopy experiments.
is

to the cylinder

cast, annealed,

PtBMA-70 and PtBMA-75, and

domains, sample PtBMA-32.

and observed

in exactly the

observed long range order are not likely to be due

between the samples

We stress that all these

same way, so

to different

sample

differences in the

histories.

almost identical long-range order effect was seen in a series of model LjS graft

88

that

An

Figure 4.5:

TEM micrograph of PtBMA-70.

The sample

section

was microtomed

peipendicular to the film surface and shows a projection along the
cylinder axis of the extremely well ordered hexagonal
microstructure.
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copolymers

This molecular architecture
consisted of a polyisoprene backbone
onto

3.

which was grafted a

single block of polystyrene
directly at the center. This novel

"Y"

architecture produced short, highly
stretched corona blocks on one side
of the phase

diagram while on the other the corona
blocks were longer and
samples with the
long range order

short, highly stretched

less stretched.

The

corona chains contained a very high degree
of

in the cylindrical microstructure

whHe the samples with long

relaxed

corona blocks displayed a poor degree of
long range order. This previous example

showed

that the degree of long range order

"stiffness" of the interaction

corona blocks.

PI-PtBMA

and

lattice precision to

between neighboring micelles through the
contact of their

We expect that the difference in the degree of long range order between

diblocks with

PtBMA corona blocks (PtBMA-70 and -75)

PI corona blocks (PtBMA-32) arises from a simUar
the

be controlled by the

PtBMA corona block in PtBMA-70 and -75

are all approximately similar in

volume

effect.

However,

and diblocks with
in these samples

and the PI corona blocks in PtBMA-32

fraction.

The

of the corona block forming chains. The less flexible

difference has to be in the flexibiUty

PtBMA blocks, when forming the

corona, lead to precise lattice formation and tremendous long range
order. The more
flexible PI blocks,

when forming

the corona, lead to less precise lattice formation and less

long range order.

PtBMA-85,

the

sample with highest

relative

volume

a similar spherical morphology to that seen in samples
the phases are

now

inverted with PI domains in a

corresponding to q* with a weak shoulder

at

fraction of

PtBMA- 17,

PtBMA,

displays

22, and 27 although

PtBMA matrix. A discrete Bragg peak

Vlq* can be seen

in Figure 4.2 indicative of

a cubic lattice of spheres widi poor long range order. This pattern was collected on X-ray
film in a pin-hole camera with an X-ray tube source. Therefore, the q* peak appears

much more broad
source.

than in the data taken with the more well collimated synchrotron X-ray

The micrograph

PtBMA matrix

in Figure 4.4d contains dark spherical PI

domains

in a

Ught

with very small areas of lattice order. This sample was also recast and
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annealed

at the

lower temperatures of 120°C and
100°C with identical morphological

behavior found revealing the robust
nature of this cubic spherical
morphology.

4.4.3

Comparison with Theory
In order to

addiUonal set of
as in reference

1.

make

a direct comparison with the current
experimental results, an

SCFT calculations was performed
The

free energies

diblock morphologies (B spheres,
across the

full

and 80 (the

with e = 0.75 using the same approach

were calculated

B

cylinders,

AB

for the experimentally

lamella.

observed

A cylinders, and A spheres)

range of component volume fractions and
for

xN values of 20,

A block represents the more coil-like block while B represents the

expanded chain, PI and

PtBMA respectively

in

30, 40, 60,

more

our experiments). The resulting phase

boundaries, determined by the unit cell with the
lowest free energy at each volume
fracUon, are plotted in Figure 4.6.

behavior

is

The experimentally determined morphological

represented by the series of vertical lines from

represents the sample with that particular

xN 20-50 where each line

PtBMA volume fracUon on the ordinate. The

solid vertical lines represent agreement between experimentally
determined and calculated

morphology. The alternating dot/dash

vertical lines represent regions

of disagreement

between experimentally determined and calculated morphology.

An

approximate

xN range of 40-70 was estimated for the PI/PtBMA sample series

based on x values determined for PS and
agree with

tlie

PI. In this

theoretically predicted morphological behavior.

and -27, which form

PtBMA spheres, differ substantially from

of cylinders in both cases. Samples
prediction if the value of xN

estimated for this parameter.

is

PtBMA-70 and

Only samples PtBMA-22
the theoretical predictions

-85 do not agree with the theoretical

greater than the very bottom of the range

The SCFT calculations

approximation (UCA) which induces a small
using the

range seven of the samples basically

we have

utilized the conventional unit cell

shift in the

phase boundaries. However, not

UCA results in a slightly worse, not better agreement for PtBMA-70 and -85.*°
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I

0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

([)

Figure 4.6:

0.50

^

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.90

1.00

(PtBMA)

Calculated phase diagram for linear diblock copolymer series with e = 0.75.
The B block in the calculations has the larger product of p„h^ in ilie
calculation of e which represents PtBMA in the experimental work.

The phase boundaries are demarcated as follows:
Homogeneous
to B spheres,
B spheres to B cylinders, • B cylinders to
alternating
to

AB

A spheres,

sample

series

lamellae,

lamellae to

A cylinders,

T A spheres to homogeneous.

and
is

H

A cylinders

The PI/PtBMA

represented by the set of vertical lines at the

respective

volume

theoretical

agreement

discrepancies are

fractions of the samples. Experimental and
is

indicated via a solid line while

shown with
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alternating dotted

and dashed

lines.

The veiy

slight discrepancies in

PtBMA-70 and

-85 around

xN = 50 can be attributed to

uncertainty in calculating e due to
the range of literature values
for PI density and
statistical

segment length and the standard
deviation of our own

PtBMA in Table H.
PtBMA-27 can

An

However, the

significant discrepancies for

not be accounted for by uncertainty
in

values determined for

PtBMA-22 and

e.

concern was the possibiHty of nonequilibrium
effects from the solvent

initial

casting process due to diffusional
transport limitations. During
evaporation of the solvent

and the traversing of the
compositions over a

ODT a spherical microphase is predicted to occur at all

finite

window of low xN/> As more

solvent evaporates the barrier

to diffusion of the minority chains
through the incompatible matrix

large and the

morphology

kinctically frozen

and

at that particular

trap, for

example,

may quickly become

polymer/solvent concentration wiU become

PtBMA-27

in a spherical

morphology instead of

the expected cyhndcr morphology. Simple
annealing treatments above

constituent blocks

may

equilibrium in the dry

T

of both

not be a strong enough perturbation to drive the
system to

state.

It is

impossible at large xN, in the strongly segregated

state,

phase into a more connected cylindrical phase.^^

Much

to transform a dispersed spherical

weaker segregation must be attamed before order-order

transition

from spheres

to

cylinders can occur. 35
If the solvent casting kinetically trapped a

weakly segregated equilibrium phase of

spheres due to diffusion limitations one would expect this effect at asymmetric
volume
fractions

on both sides of the phase diagram. But, we find

75 form extremely well developed
composition than
the diblock

the

in

PtBMA-27.

copolymer

samples

PtBMA-70 and

cylindrical phases at similar or higher asymmetries in

In addition, recent experimental results in the region of

ODT reveal that a cubic spherical phase is rarely detected between

homogeneous and hexagonal

melt

that

cylinder phase on cooling from the block copolymer

contrary to theory .'•i Anotiier piece of evidence against kinetic limitations of the

solvent casting process

is

the fact that toluene is slightly selective for
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PtBMA.

This

-

would have

the effect of driving the phase
behavior artificiaUy towards that expected
at

larger relative

cylinders for

volume

fractions of

PtBMA-22 and

PtBMA,

-27.

The above reasoning suggests

that the spherical phases in

equilibrium, strongly segregated phases.

disagreement around the

favoring the formation of hexagonally
packed

The confinement of the

to

x between PI and PtBMA. This would have

the samples with large

asymmetry

in relative

volume

27 into agreement with the calculated behavior. But
simultaneously greatly lowering the
fractions and

more

a large compositional

the effect of lowering

fraction

this

other,

and perhaps bring

would also have the

xN for

PtBMA-

effect of

xN for all other samples with asymmetric volume

would drive PtBMA-17,

calculations. Also,
fraction than

may be

-27 are

experimental/theoretical

PtBMA sphere to cyUnder transition suggests

intriguing causes for the discrepancies.
Firstly, there

dependence

PtBMA-22 and

22, 75, and 85

sample PtBMA-75, which

PtMBA-27, formed an extremely

is

all into

disagreement with the

even more highly asymmetric

in

volume

well ordered hexagonally packed

cyUndrical microstructure indicative of a strongly segregated, equihbrium state for
the

A compositional dependence of x for the PI/PtBMA system would only fine tune

system.

the values of xN but does not account for the discrepancies at low relative volume
fractions of

PtBMA.

Another

possibility to explain the discrepancies

experimentally determined phase behavior

is

between calculated and

the possibility of a compositional

dependence of the e parameter and the conformational asymmetry
represents.

<l>ptBMA

>

sample

One can

split the

sample

series into

0.30, agrees with the calculated
series, the

two

parts.

The

effect

which

first part, all

it

samples with

morphology behavior. The other part of the

PtBMA sphere forming samples with (t>paMA < 0.30,

disagree with the

calculations to varying extents depending on the value of xN one chooses. This suggests
that the entropy gained

by the relaxation of the more

forcing an increase in the

AB

interfacial curvature
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flexible block, at the

expense of

towards the more rigid block,

may have

greater importance at high relative
spherical micelles of

volume

fractions of the

more

flexible block,

i.e.

where

PtBMA exist in a matrix of PI. As the relative
volume fraction of the

PI coil block decreases the
morphological consequences of the energy
penalty of
increased stretching for the PI block
relative to the

W

> 0.32

it

seems

PtBMA block decreases.

that the entropic chain stretching
penalty disparity

PtBMA is not able to effect the morphological behavior in
behavior
all

is

DOT'S

For

between PI and

a significant way; the system

not noticeably different from even the
conformationally symmetric case where

are symmetric around
(t)=0.50.^

To

rigorously test the concept of a

compositional dependence of e the phase behavior
of several series of samples must be
characterized.
relative

Each

volume

underway

in

series with a different value of e should

fractions of stiff block to

coU block.

Initial

encompass a wide range of

work towards

this goal is

our laboratory.

4.5 Conclusions

The

strongly segregated morphological behavior of a series of
conformationally

asymmetric linear diblock copolymers of polyisoprene and poly(tert-butyhnethacrylate)

was characterized across a wide range of relative volume
determined phase behavior was compared

fractions.

The experimentally

to that calculated utilizing

a self consistent

mean-field tiieory developed for linear, conformationally asymmetric block copolymers
finite

segregations (finite values of xN).

between PI and

at

The mismatch of unperturbed chain dimensions

PtBMA due to a difference in statistical

segment lengths

is theoretically

predicted to produce a significant difference in entropic chain stretching penalties between
the

more

coiled block (PI) and the

more expanded block (PtBMA)

separated state. This, in turn, should push the volume fraction

m the microphase

windows

in

which the

strongly segregated morphologies are found to higher volume fraction of the more

expanded

PtBMA block.

shifts calculated for

Experimental results are consistent with small phase boimdary

middle

to

high relative volume fraction of the expanded

95

PtBMA block

(<l>p.BMA

> 0-30). However, disagreement was found between experiment
and

calculated morphological behavior at
(j)^^,
large

< 0.30 with spheres

volume fracUons of PtBMA. The discrepancy may
be due

dependence of Uie entropic chain stretching penalty

PtBMA
work

is

disparity

persisting to relatively
to a

composiUonal

between the more expanded

block and the more coiled PI block or possibly
to non-equihbrium

needed

in

the

effects.

More

order to fully understand the discrepancies
between the experimentally

determined and calculated phase behavior and to probe
the possibility of any
compositional dependence of conformational asymmetry
of diblock copolymers.
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in the strongly segregated state
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CHAPTERS
STUDIES INITIATED TO FURTHER PROBE
THE EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR

ARCHITECTURE AND CONFORMATIONAL

ASYMMETRY ON BLOCK

COPOLYMER PHASE BEHAVIOR

5.1

Introduction

The focus of this
characterization of three

final

experimental chapter

new sample series

architecture and conformational

is

the initial morphological

further addressing the effects of molecular

asymmetry on block copolymer morphological behavior.

Firstly, trifunctional chlorosilane
coupling chemistry, the

same method utiUzed

in the

synthesis of A^B symmetric graft copolymers
studied in chapter 2, has recently been

extended

to the synthesis

architectures.

The

first

of three

of these

new

new

graft block

architectures is identical to the

with the sUght modification that the two
architecture

is

thereby

architectures, the

copolymers with novel molecular

A blocks are of different lengths.

named an asymmetric simple

'V and "H", contain

instead of one as found in

A^B symmetric

two

graft, or

ASG. The

This

other

trifunctional coupling sights per

AjB and ASG.Secondly,

new

new

graft

molecule

a comprehensive set of blending

Figure 5.1: Schematic of ASG (off-center, asymmetric
(H) graft architectures
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graft

graft), (SI)I(SI)

(ti),

and

SjIS-

cxpcnmcnts with

the

A,B simple

wa.

grafts

initialed in order to

more rigorously

test the

accuracy of the order-order pha.se
boundaries calculated by Milner'
(chapter 2) and to
elucidate the

volume

fraction

the concept of conformational

window of stability of the
asymmetry

is

ROW phase (chapter 3).

being further pursued via the

initial

Thirdly,

study of

block copolymers with tunable degrees
of conformational a.symmctry.

The remainder of the

chapter represents only the

initial

experiments that have been

performed with these new samples. Rigorous
investigations of the complete complicated
graft architecture scries, blends,

and tunable conformationally asymmetric
linear diblocks

are currently in progress.^-^

5.2

ASG, V, and

5.2.

1

"11" Molecular
Architecture

'

Introduction

WiUi

tlie

morphological behavior of the A^B architecture well characterized"
(see

chapters 2 and 3), as well as a series of
investigated,^ research

is

now

A^B and A3B samples independently

extending

to

more complex

architectures.

We have recently

characterized the morphological behavior of several more complicated
graft architectures

based on trifunctional silane coupling agents as used
samples.'"
grafts.

A

They

of three

total

new

architectures

in the

synthesis of the

A^B

were produced with PI backbones and PS

are the asymmetric simple graft copolymer, or

ASG,

the (Sl)I(SI), or

71,

multigrafled copolymer and the S2IS2, or H, multigrafted copolymer. For clarity, the

ASG architecture,

the simplest of these

experimental results concerning
similar in architecture to the

is

architectures,

is

described

first,

although no

type of architecture are presented. This molecule

A^B simple

backbone blocks are of different
blocks

this

new

length.

grafts with the exception that the

A 2:

1

two

arm number asymmetry between

created in the microphase separated state just as found in symmetric

However,

in the

ASG system

different lengths of

the

A phase consists of a bimodal

backbone blocks. The asymmetry

101

A

in lengllis

(PI)

A

AjB

and

B

blocks.

brush due to the two

of the two

is

A anus

introduces the parameter

Sanchez n which

is

i, first

used

in the calculations

the fractional length across the

of Olvera de la Cruz and

A backbone from which the single B

(PS) graft emanates. For example, x =
0.50 in the Umiting case of the

where the
diblock.

B

graft is

Unked

to

two

A arms of equal length while x =

1.0,

A complete study of the effects of this new architecture was

5.2.2 "ti" and

The

A,B simple

graft

0.0 in a linear

recently completed.^

"H" Morphology Experimental

other two

new

architectures

which were experimentally investigated both

involve two silane coupling sights per molecule
allowing for more compUcated
architectures. In

each of its ends

one new architecture the PI backbone has a

to

letter

"H". Similarly, the other

trifunctional branch points approximately

from each of which are grafted only one PS
(SI)I(SI)

on

each of which are grafted two PS arms. This forms
an S^IS^ molecule

with the conceptual shape of the

two

trifunctional branch point

20

graft.

vol.

new

architecture contains

% from each end of a PI backbone

This strategy forms an overall

molecule with the shape of the Greek letter

"tc".

Both molecules are

schematically represented in Figure 5.1. The molecular characteristics of the
two samples

used in the morphological experiments are
cubic array of

PS spheres

listed in

Table

in a PI matrix after casting

5.1.

The

tc

system formed a

from the nonselective solvent

Table 5.1

and (SI)I(SI), or H, Molecular Characteristics:
37°C, (b) LALLS in THF at 25°C, (c) 'H-NMR

SjISj, or K,

toluene at

Sample

M^xlO""^"^

M^^"^

(a)

Membrane osmometry in

Wt. Fraction

S2IS2

17.1

17.4

0.42

(SI)I(SI)

13.3

14.7

0.24
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toluene and subsequent annealing at

120r for one week.

electron micrograph of a cryomicrotomed,

OsO,

This can clearly be seen in the

stained section in Figure 5.2.

well developed long range order and large
grain size of the microstructure
to

tilt

was

to the

possible

between the [100] 4-fold projection and the
[111] body diagonal projection of the

cubic lattice as can be seen in Figure 5.2a
and b respectively. Also, the
reflections characteristic of a cubic lattice
can

dimensional
is

it

Due

SAXS

plot of log intensity vs.

the scattering angle.

be seen

four

azimuthaUy integrated, one

in the

in Figure 5.3a

q

first

where q =

47t/X(sine/2)

and 9

H system formed an alternating lamellar microstructure after

The

casting from toluene and annealing at 120°C for
one week.

A characteristic micrograph

revealing the layered microstructure

whUe two

is

shown

in

Figure 5.4

orders of the

lamellar long spacing can be seen Figure 5.3b.

5.2.3

V

and "H" Morphology Discussion

The moiphological behavior of these complex
decomposing the molecules

in half

compared

seen in Figure

5.5.

to that predicted theoretically in

Since the

systems.

diagram since

The asymmetry parameter,

A = PS and B

asymmetry parameter for
into

two

is

The morphologies can then be

Miner's calculated phase behavior as

= PI

in the

more

e,

two

compared
for

to those theoretically predicted for

H is approximately 2.2 on the phase

\B building blocks per molecule.

difficult to rationalize.

Since the n molecule

The
is split

ASG building blocks the comparison with the calculated phase behavior for

A„B^ architectures may
multiple

tc

\B species in the case

H molecule can be decomposed into two A^B symmetric

grafts the experimental results can be directly

AjB

and forming two

H architecture and two ASG from the n architecture.

directly

by

into simpler graft building blocks. This can be accomplished

by conceptually cutting the PI backbones
of the

architectures can be rationalized

not be theoretically justified; the calculation assumes that the

A or B arms are of the same length.

While

it

is

experimentally obvious that the

system forms a spherical morphology, an exact e cannot be assigned due

103

to the differing

Figure 5.2

Tilt series of

TEM images of the n material: (a) square pattem produced by

projection along the [100] direction (edge) of the bcc unit cell;
(b) hexagonal pattem produced by projection along the [1 1 1]
direction

(

body diagonal) of the bcc unit cell.
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Figure 5.3:

-dimensional SAXS patterns of log(l) vs
scattering vector, q, of the complex graft architectures with
scattering vector ratios indicated for (a) the 7t material and

Azimuthally integrated,

(b) the

1

H material.
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Figure 5.4:

TEM micrograph of the lamellar morphology produced by the H material.
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lengths of the

A arms in the ASG building blocks.

one can plot the n morphology on Milner's
diagram

However, as a
at the relative

ASG building blocks over an allowable range of e as

first

approximation,

volume

fraction of

its

defined by the sphere morphology

region in Figure 5.5. With this caveat
in mind, the morphological
behavior of the two

complex

architectures

their constituent

The

A2B

fact that

is

or

predicted well based on the theoretically
predicted behavior of

ASG building blocks.

one

is

able to rationahze the morphological
behavior of graft

copolymers with complex architectures based on
an important reahzation.

It is

hoped

that a

its

constituent simple building blocks

is

soUd understanding of the morphological

behavior of the simple architectures can be used
to predict the phase behavior of even

more complex molecular

architectures. This construct is being thoroughly
tested with the

current synthesis and subsequent morphology
studies of a full series of

molecules across wide ranges of relative volume

fractions.^-'*

These

ASG,

71,

and

H

series will also help

reveal the morphological impUcations of the grafting
sight along the backbone via
different values of x. In addition to these studies, the
molecular complexity

is

being

pushed a step further with the recent synthesis and current morphological characterization
of several

comb

comb

block copolymers with PI backbones and multiple PS

block copolymers exhibit microphase separation

it

grafts.12 If these

remains to be seen

if

the

morphologies formed can also be rationalized via the known phase behavior of their
constituent

5.3

A2B and

ASG building blocks as in die case of n and H.

AjB Binary Copolymer Blends

5.3.1

Introduction
In Chapter 2 the morphological characterization of a series of AjB

B=PS) simple

graft block

predicted behavior.

copolymers was described

The experimental

across the entire sample series except

(A=PI and

in the context of theoretically

results agreed with the theoretical predictions

when

the relative

108

volume

fraction of the single

PS

graft first

became

large

enough

to force the

two PI backbone arms

the PS/PI interface in the microphase
separated state.
in this region causing the formation
of a

morphology. In order

to

map

the

Any

lattice

to the

concave side of

symmetry was

frustrated

randomly oriented, worm-like micelle, or

volume

fraction

ROW,

window of stability of this new

morphology a study of A,B copolymer blends with

the

ROW forming sample has been

initiated.

One would

ideally wish to study the equUibrium
nature of a block

copolymer

phase with neat copolymer systems. However, the
synthesis of block copolymers
every possible relative volume fraction

is

financially prohibitive, time

at

consuming, and too

imprecise to resolve fine features relative to molecular
weight and composition. This

problem

is

exacerbated

when

dealing with unique graft architectures formed via careful

and time consuming silane coupling chemistry as

in the synthesis

of

symmetric

graft

block copolymers. These problems can be cicumvented by performing
blending
experiments. In particular, by blending two well-defined graft copolymers
which are

very similar

in relative

volume

fraction

one can target precise volume fractions which

between the two component copolymers.
behavior displayed

in the

If the

fall

copolymers are miscible then the phase

blend should closely approximate the expected phase behavior

for a neat graft

copolymer

However, with

the

at the

same

overall composition as present in the blend.

added degree of freedom

in the

two component system

it

is

also

possible to span biphasic regions which replace the order-order transitions between

morphologies

in a neat system.

5.3.2 Experimental

The morphology of six blends focusing on
the

ROW phase have been characterized.

the relative

volume

Specifically, samples IjS-l

blended together to form blends PS-83, PS-85, and PS-87

at

between the two copolymers as indicated by the PS volume

109

fraction region of

and I2S-2 were

compositions intermediate

fraction in the blend

title.

Also, blends PS-79, PS-77, and PS-75
were

The compositions of these

made with copolymers

six blends are schematically represented

I,S-2 and I,S-3.

on the phase diagram

Figure 5.6. The molecular characteristics
of I^S-l, 1^8-2, and I,S-3 can be found in

Chapter

Table

2,

2.1.

The blends were produced

via non-selective solvent casting and

subsequent annealing treatment identical to that
performed on the neat graft copolymers in

Chapter

Cryomicrotomey and

2.

TEM experiments were also carried out in identical

fashion to that performed in Chapter

2.

However, instead of

SAXS

experiments, the

bulk samples were further characterized via small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS).
Significant neutron contrast

of the

PS

grafts.

was

present in the samples due to the exclusive deuteration

The SANS experiments were performed

Facility at the National Institutes of Standards and

Beam

line

at the

Technology

Cold Neutron Research

in Gaithersburg,

NG3-SANS was used with a 5A wavelength incident radiation

MD.

parallel to the

plane of the bulk films.

The

electron micrographs and

SANS

for blends PS-83, -85, and -87 are

shown

in

Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. The micrographs display a single morphological behavior in
all

three blends indicative of miscibility between the blend components. If one mixes

block copolymers of significantly different molecular weight macrophase separation of the

two block copolymers

will occur giving rise to

two

distinct

domain spacings and

morphologies.14 Blends PS-83 and PS-85 contain dispersed PI spherical micelles not

arranged on a

lattice.

However, the PI domains

in

blend PS-87 seem to be hinting

ordering on a hexagonal lattice although the symmetry

domains

in

PS-87 seem

domains

in

PS-83 and PS-85. Therefore,

to

it

seems

IjS-l, hexagonally

PS

is

However,

it

barely observable. Also, the PI

be more elongated with a higher aspect

towards that found in neat
increases.

is

at

that the

ratio than the spherical

phase behavior

is

moving

packed cylinders, as the volume fraction of

counterintuitive that the PI

domains become spherical

in

blend PS-83 even though the constituent graft copolymers, I2S-I and I2S-2,

form more connected worm-like and

cylindrical PI
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domains

in the neat state, respectively.

I

I
I

i

Figure

5.6:

Theoretical morphology diagram calculated by Milner for simple graft
block copolymers. The x-axis is enlarged to highlight the blend
compositions targeted in the mixing of I2S-2 with I2S-3 and I2S-1
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Figure 5.7:

TEM micrograph and azimuthally integrated SANS data of intensity vs.
scattering vector, q, for
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Blend PS-83.
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Figure 5.8:

TEM

micrograph and a/imuthally integrated
scattering vector, q, for Blend PS-85.
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SANS

nm

data of intensity vs.

Figure 5.9:

TEM micrograph and azimuthally integrated SANS data of intensity vs.
scattering vector, q, for Blend PS-87.
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The

single peak in

maximum due to
The

all

three of the

SANS patterns arises from

the lack of a strong underiying
lattice in

electron micrographs and

Figure 5.10, 5.1

1,

SANS

the interparticle scattering

aU three blends.

for PS-79, PS-77, and

PS-75 are shown

The morphological behavior of blend PS-79,
which contains

5.12.

mostly I,S-2 with only 9 wt.

% of I,S-3 added, is strikingly different from the neat I,S-2

ROW phase even though the volume fraction of PS has only decreased by 2
percent from

(j).

=

in

0.8 1 to

=

0.79. Regions of PI layers in a

volume

PS matrix can

seen coexisting with regions of a bicontinuous,
web-like structure.

Due

clearly be

to the apparent

miscibility of I,S-1 and I,S-2 in PS-83, PS-85,
and PS-87 and since the constituent block

copolymers

all

have similar volume fractions and abnost identical
molecular weights, PS-

79 may represent a biphasic region between the bicontinuous and lameUar
regions seen
Figure 5.6. Also, even though 90 wt.

% of PS-79 consists of I2S-2, no discrete grains of

ROW phase are present also indicative of miscibility between components.
maxima

is

detected in the

PI layers and the PI

web

in

SANS data of PS-79 due to

the

random

No scattering

orientation of both the

structures in the coexisting morphologies.

Moving

to slightly

lower PS relative volume fraction in blend PS-77 a much more obvious layered
structure
can be seen
PS-79,

enough

is

in the electron

micrograph.

no longer present and the

to

Finally, in

SANS maxima at q = 0.075

maximum

in the

traditional lamellar

nm"'.

structure, as seen in

regularity of the layered structure is significant

produce a weak scattering

PS-75 a much more

The bicontinuous web-like

With a

(t),

SANS

data at q

morphology

= 0.75

is

the predicted

=

0.071 nm"'.

found with a stronger

morphology behavior

solidly within the lamellar region of the phase diagram in Figure 5.6.

5.3.3

Discussion

A couple of conclusions can be drawn from these initial copolymer blending
experiments. Firstly, and most significantly,

is that

packing the two PI arms on the concave interface
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the lattice frustration caused

in I2S-2

((j)^

= 0.81) seems

by

to persist in

is

"'0
I
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Figure

5. 10:

TEM micrograph and azimuthally integrated SANS data of intensity vs.
scattering vector, q, for Blend PS-79.
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Figure 5.1

1:

TEM micrograph and azimuthally integrated SANS data of intensity vs,
scattering vector, q, for Blend PS-77.
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Figure 5.12:

TEM micrograph and azimulhally integrated SANS data of intensity vs.
scattering vector, q, for Blend PS-75.
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blends up to
right

web

= 0.87. Secondly,

around

= 0.81

be forming

to

formed

in

= 0.79

at

PS-87. However,

in PS-83, PS-85,

domains

PS-79

window of stability

it is

biphasic with only a bicontinuous PI

if it is

due

to

A hexagonal lattice

curious that spherical PI domains are

in the neat state. It is also
not absolutely

region or

ROW phase must begin

and PS-87 even though both components
form cylinder-type

bicontinuous web-like structure seen in
PS-79

above

is

for the

and an alternating PI/PS layered
structure present

structure

seems

since

the

is

known

at this

time whether the

an equilibrium structure

in a biphasic

composition gradients of the minority blend
component. The

iniual conclusions and questions are
currenUy being addressed with the study of an

extensive set of homopolymer blends and
additional copolymer blends with I^S-S, 1^8-2,

and

LjS-l across a

wide range of overall

relative

volume

fractions

and even more

intermediate relaUve volume fractions between the
neat graft copolymers.

5.4 PS/Poly(cyclohexadiene) Linear Diblocks with Tunable
Conformational
5.4.1

Asymmetry

Introduction

While
there are

the

some

morphology work on

intriguing initial

two constituent blocks of this
poly(cyclohexadiene), or

this

unique linear diblock

morphology

early stages,

which are worth mentioning. The

results

series of linear diblock

PCHD. The

is in its

copolymers consist of PS and

monomer unit of PCHD

unsaturated

is

cyclic in

nature and provides for a unique opportunity in block copolymer physics. In the study of

block copolymers one must normally rely on

many

different block pairs in order to probe

A good example are the PI/PtBMA

universal effects such as conformational asymmetry.

molecules

in

Chapter

4.

PI/PtBMA

is

characterized

by an e = 0.75 which

is

slightly

more

conformationally asymmetric than the often studied model system of PS/PI with e ~ 0.90.
In order to increase e even further one

copolymer pair

for each

new e desired.

would need
Entirely

to synthesize a

new

completely

new block

synthetic strategies for each

new

sample, along with unknown thermodynamic interactions between the novel block
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pairs.

makes

a comprehensive study of
conformational asymmetry practically
impossible.

However, these obstacles are circumvented

One can

in the study of

PS/PCHD

linear diblocks.

conU-oUably dehydrogenate the unsaturated
backbone rings of PCHD and form

poly(p-phenylene) segments thereby increasing
the stiffness of the chain depending
on

how much

aromaticity

asymmetry can be

new

so only one

is

formed

in the backbone.'^ Therefore,
the conformational

precisely controlled and adjusted with
the

same beginning block

pair,

synthetic strategy needs to be performed.

5.4.2 Experimental

A set of PS/PCHD Unear block copolymers has been synthesized by Dr. Jim Zhou
of Prof.

in the lab

Jimmy Mays

at the University

of Alabama

molecular characteristics of the polymers are Usted in Table

Birmingham. The

at

5.2.

The diblocks

are

named

Table 5.2

PS/PCHD
(b)

SEC,

Diblock Copolymers-Molecular Characteristics:

(c)

H-NMR

Sample

M^xlO-''^'^

(a)

HyM„^>

Membrane osmometry

Wt. Fraction
PCHD^^>

PCHD-36

5.82

1.07

0.36

PCHD-38

5.35

1.27

0.38

PCHD-29

5.77

1.07

0.29

PCHD-24

6.43

1.08

0.24

PCHD-6

6.13

1.07

0.06

after their respective

weight fraction of PCHD. Since the only

been performed on the sample
unsaturated

PS/PCHD

series,

initial

experiments have

only the morphological behavior of the completely

block copolymers was observed as cast from toluene, a relatively
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non-sclcclivc solvent for the block pair
assuming that

PCHD has a solubility parameter

similar to that of PI and other
non-cyclic, unsaturated polymers.

technique was identical

Chapter
to

Staining

4.

provide conUasl

to that

used

in the

preparation of the

was performed with OsO, due

in electron

The sample

PLO'tBMA samples

to the unsaturation

PCMD-36

-6.

in

order

symmcuic

in relative

displayed a disordered

local fiuctuations in composition.
Representative micrographs of

the ordered and disordered morphologies can be
seen in Figure 5.

The microsu ucture

PCHD in

and PCHD-38, displayed any clear microphase
separated

morphology. All other samples. PCHD-29. -24. and

morphology with only

of

in

microscopy experiments.

After solvent casUng and annealing only the
samples most

weight fraction.

preparation

PCI ID-36 and PCHD-38 seems

Ha

and

be cylindrical

to

in

b, respectively.

nature due to

Uie presence of projecUons boUi parallel and perpendicular
to the axes of the tube-like

PCI ID domains
4-fold

symmetry

although

it

is

Figure 5.13a. 7^he projections along the cylinder axes seem

in

instead of

premature

tlie

more

traditional six-fold

to contain

symmetry of a hexagonal

to assign a particular lattice with only limited electron

lattice

microscopy

data and no supporting small angle x-ray scattering data.

5.4.3

Discussion

Based on

may have
in tlie

a

tliis

ratlicr

very preliminary characterization,

low x

weakly segregated

interaction parameter
state.

It

cylinder-like

is

definitely

PCHD-36 and PCHD-38
moiphology than

needed

to

seems

that the

between them, placing

iJie

PS/PCI ID

pair

systems studied

appears that grains of an ordered morphology arc

nucleating, and subsequently growing, from

specimens of

it

their

tlie

disordered phase since annealed

appear to have larger average grain sizes of the

unannealed counterparts. wSmall angle x-ray scattering

determine any difference

in

microstmcturc grain size and long-

range order. The growth of grains of a cylindrical morphology out of a homogeneous

phase

is

qualitatively consistent with the nucleation and growth of lamellar moiphologies
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Figure 5.13:

TEM micrographs of PS/PCHD block copolymers,

(a)

morphology of

PCHD35 containing both end-on projections and projections
perpendicular to the tube-like micelles of the minority PCHD
component with disordered regions on both the far left and right of
the micrograph, (b) morphology of PCHD-29 containing a
disordered morphology with only local compositional fluctuations.
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as seen in quenched melts of
low molecular weight PI/PS linear
diblocks selective solvent casting at
vicinity of the

room temperature seems

to

place the

PS/PCHD diblocks in

ODT where anneaUng of the more compositionally

PCHD-36 and PCHD-38, above the T/s

Non-

symmetric samples.

of the constituent blocks allows

significantmobility of the chains to form
an

A/B

interface with a specific curvature

which grains of ordered microstructure
may grow. Contrastingly,

from

the remaining samples

with relative wt.

% of PCHD < 0.30 seem to never traverse the ODT and remain in the

disordered

The formation of an ordered

state.

the

lattice in the

symmetric samples, while those more asymmetric

in

more compositionally

composition remain disordered,

qualitadvely consistent with the shape of the
predicted

is

ODT for linear diblocks; lower

values of xN are required for microphase
separation in compositionally symmetric

diblocks than in asymmetric systems.'^ However,
the proposition that the system

is

much more work

is

needed

to support

weakly segregated. Additional experiments should

include longer annealing times at different
temperatures with extensive small angle x-ray
analysis to quantify the appearance, growth, and
identification of the microstructure.

Also, small angle x-ray or neutron scattering experiments
need to be perf'ormed on

PS/PCHD

copolymers

in the

homogeneous

state in order to quantify the

% parameter

between PS and PCHD. Only then can the systematic dehydrogenation of the
performed and the

effects of controllably increased conformational

observed. In

by forming poly(p-phenylene) segments and increasing the

fact,

conformational asymmetry x should become
effects of conformational

segregation which

may

asymmetry on x

)

PCHD be

asymmetry be

larger^^.i? (see 4.3.3 for

a discussion of the

placing the systems in stronger degrees of

induce the formation of more regular microstructures.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED SUBSEQUENT

The experimental work

RESEARCH

described in this thesis conclusively
demonstrates the

strong effects of the simple graft
molecular architecture and confomiational
asymmetry on
the

morphology of microphase separated block
copolymers. The remaining paragraphs

contain the specific conclusions drawn
from each of the earlier experimental chapte
rs as

well as

some new questions and

possible research avenues discovered
during the course

of the thesis research.

6.1

A^B Simple

6.1.1

Graft Architecture

\B Simple Graft Conclusions
The experimental

asymmetry of the

I2S

results of chapter

2 and chapter 3 confmn that the architectural

block copolymers results in a large asymmetry of the strongly

segregated morphology behavior relative to volume fraction.
Therefore, molecular
architecture is an additional controllable parameter with which
one can manipulate the

morphological behavior of block copolymers. l^S-S and I^S-T are the only samples
from
the studied series displaying the morphological behavior of their linear
diblock analogues

exhibiting lamellar and spherical microstructures, respectively. However,

samples are shifted into new morphologies, which are unobtainable for
fraction in a diblock architecture, due to the crowding of the

side of the PI/PS interface in the microphase separated state.
I2S-2

is

all

that

volume

two PI blocks on

More

other

the

same

interestingly, while

calculated to shift from the center of the diblock cyUndrical phase very close to the

bicontinuous/lamellar phase boundary,

it is

seen experimentally that die microstructure

consists of worm-like micelles which are not arranged

on a

lattice.

This unique, randomly oriented worm-like micelle morphology, or

observed in I2S-2 with

(1)^=0.81.

Via a

set of selective solvent casting
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ROW,

is

only

and prolonged.

high temperature annealing
experiments, combined with the
non-selective solvent data,
this

morphology was demonstrated

to

be die equilibrium

structure occurs only near the
particular

chains per molecule are

microphase separated

first

state.

volume

fraction

where the two PI backbone

This crowding of die PI arms,

symmetry.

lattice

with a slightly higher PS graft volume
fraction (I,S-1

lower PS volume fraction a,S-3

at (D.=0.66),

combmed

to

form a hexagonally packed

phases were predicted dieoretically, die volume
fraction window
is

predicted to be a bicontinuous phase.'

The

samples, one

and one with a sUghdy

at <^^=0.S9)

were found

with die concavity

Two other I,S

cylinder phase and alternating PS/PI lamellar
phase, respectively.

resides

The worm

forced to the concave side of the PS/PI
interface in die

of the interface, frustrates an underlying

PS

state for the system.

WhUe both of these

m which die ROW phase

ROW phase does not necessarily

preclude the existence of die theoretically predicted
bicontinuous phase. However, die

above experiments support die premise

diat die

worm-like micelle morphology

is

an

equilibrium structure diat exists due to die novel graft architecture
of the molecule and die

unique reladonship between the particular volume fraction of

=

0.81 and die concavity

of the PS/PI interface on which die two PI chains per molecule
must reside. Also, while
only in die

initial stages,

between the

seem

6.1.2

morphology experiments on copolymer/copolymer blends

ROW forming I2S-2 and die neighboring copolymers of I2S-I

to place a definite

OOT between lamellae and die ROW phase at

-0.81.

AjB Simple Graft Proposed Research
There are several

volume

fraction

sets

of experiments which are proposed

window of stability of die

to further

conclusively

is

map the volume fraction window of stability of the ROW

Specifically, PI and

map

die

ROW phase and to probe die possible effect of

molecular weight in A^B simple graft systems. More blending work

in

and

needed

to

phase.

PS homopolymers of a very low molecular weight could be

utilized

blends with I2S-2 to traverse small, precise steps in volume fraction in order to
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compare with the copolymer blend
pha^e

is

truly

results as described in chapter
5. Also, if the

ROW

an equilibrium state for A,B
molecules with relative volume fractions

neighborhood of

=

0.8 1 then one

and PI homopolymer with I,S-1

may be able to

in order to

PS homopolymer with

blend

form the

ROW phase.

in the

I,S-3

In addition, the

OOTs

of all of the theoretically predicted
moT-hologies could be experimentally determined
via

homopolymer/copolymer blends with

the remainder of the I,S

rigorous comparison with theoiy could
then be made.
are already
to

address

some homopolymer/copolymer blend

tiie

accuracy of

tiie

As

studies

sample

and a more

series,

alluded to in chapter 5.

underway

titers

our research group

in

OOTs and to more precisely map the stability of tiie ROW

phase.

Another

would be
systems.

interesting research topic in the area
of graft

to study the effect of molecular

The

weight on the morphology behavior

overall molecular weight of the

approximately 90

K g/mole.

While

A^B

this overall

series studied in chapters

molecular weight

seemingly placing the system

in the strongly

the weight fraction of species

A is spUt between

relauve volume fractions of PS

copolymer morphology

segregated regime,

two arms.

graft, specifically l,S-2

and

is

it is

In the

in

A,B

2 and 3

is

rather large,

important to note that

samples with large

I^S-l, the

molecular weight of

the PI

arms are approximately 9,000 and 5,000 g/mole. At these low molecular
weights

the PI

arms may be much more highly stretched since they are

PI/PS interface and the

common junction

stretched PI chain conformations

point with the

may have

PS

in close

graft.

a profound effect

proximity to the

The much more

on die

interfacial curvature

and, consequently, the morphological behavior. Junction point effects could be the
cause

of the

ROW morphology formation, the only sample found to disagree with the

calculations of Milner. In the theoretical calculations of Milner any effects of the junction

point were ignored since only very large molecular weights were assumed placing the

system well into the strongly segregated
several

new

l^S

samples

at the

same

state.

relative

The

synthesis and characterization of

volume
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fractions as in I2S-2

and

IjS-l but

with

much

larger molecular weight,
could be perlo-^ed to check

are actually negligible in the
9(),0()0 g/mole results.

Any

in

1

fraction

sample, a

may form

fact, if the

much

junction point effect

is

ROW phase in

Uie cause of the

larger molecular weight system
at the

same

n^lalive

volume

die Uieoretically predicted
bicontinuous structure.

6.2 Conformational
6.2.1

cha,-aclcri/..d in the 9().()(X)

chapters 2 and 3 could be directly
attributed to the above mentioned

junction point effect. In
the I,S-8

point effects

differences between the.se high

molecular weight systems and the
moq^hological behavior

g/mole systems

if Junction

Asymmetry

PI/PtHMA Conclusions
The

asymmeuic

strongly segregated morphological behavior
of a series of conformationally
linear diblock

copolymers of polyisoprene and poly(tert-butylmethacrylale)

was characterized across a wide range of relative
volume
determined phase behavior was compared

mean-Held theory developed

between V\ and

PlBMA due

The experimentally

to that calculated utilizing a self consistent

for linear, conformationally

Unite segregations (finite values of xN).

fractions.

a^symmeUic block copolymers

at

The mismatch of unperturbed chain dimensions

to a difference in statistical

segment lengths

is

theoretically

predicted to produce a significant difference in entropic chain
sUetching penalties between
die

more

coiled block (Fl) and Uie

more expanded block (PtBMA)

microphase

in the

separated stale. This, in turn, should push the volume fraction windows

in

strongly segregated morphologies are found to higher volume fraction

Uie

expanded

PtBMA

>

more

block. Experimental results aie consistent with small phase boundary

shifts calculated for

(^i'ii)MA

oi'

which the

middle

to

high relative volume fraction of the expanded

PtBMA

However, disagreement was found between experiment and

calculated morphological behavior at

(j),^^^^^

block

the

< 0.30. The discrepancy may be due

to a

compositional dependence of Uie entropic chain stretching penally disparity between Uie

more expanded

PlBMA

block and Uie more coiled PI block.
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More work

is

needed

in

order to fuUy understand the
discrepancies between the experimentaUy
determined and
calculated phase behavior and to
probe the possibility of any compositional
dependence of

conformational asymmetry in the strongly
segregated

6.2.2

state

of diblock copolymers.

PL^iBMA and PS/PCHD Proposed Research
The concept of conformationally asymmetric

asymmetry, as

in the case of

PS/PCHD

linear diblocks with tunable

linear diblocks, provides the intriguing

opportunity to directly probe the effects of
relative chain stiffness between blocks
constant composition.

a

at

A series of linear diblocks at a constant composition and molecular

weight could be synthesized, and each sample
could be subsequently made more
conformationally asymmetric to a controllable
extent via the catalyzed dehydrogenation of

PCHD.

Therefore, the direct effect of increasing
conformational asymmetry at constant

composition on the bulk morphological behavior could
be observed. In addition,
level of dehydrogenation the

along

its

PCHD-co-p-phenylene block would become

stiff

at

some

enough

contour to become liquid crystalline providmg for a whole
new reabn of phase

behavior. Also, at low temperatures diese

stiff

blocks

may

begin to crystalUze before

microphase separation occurs providing for morphologies dominated
by the formation of
crystalline lamellae in the bulk state.

With

the apparent nucleation and growth of microstructure in the most

compositionally symmetric

PS/PCHD

thermodynamic

between the block pair needs

interactions

SANS experiments need
melt and

fit

to

samples,

be performed on the

to the structure factor calculated

potentially very

low value of %

for the

by

to

to

Leibler.2

block

the exact

be quantified. S AXS or

PS/PCHD diblocks

PS/PCHD

the system in the weakly segregated state, the

provide ideal systems with which

PCHD-36 and PCHD-38,

in the

homogeneous

This could quantify die

pair.

If in fact

x

is

low, placing

PS/PCHD block copolymers would

then

monitor the kinetics of microphase separation. Since

the grain size of ordered microstructure seems to be larger in

130

PCHD-36 and PCHD-38

after annealing for a
at the

week, the growth kinetics of the
microstructure seem

anneaUng temperatures

180-C would provide

ideal

utilized. Therefore,

windows of accessible

to

be very slow

annealing temperatures around

nO'C-

real-time microstructure growth

kinetics while not being too high
as to degrade or oxidize the blocks.
Real-time

SAXS

experiments uulizing high Hux x-ray
sourees, such as a rotating anode or
a synchrotron
source, and x-ray detectors could be
performed in order to monitor the growth
of

microsu-ucture in the melt. Also, samples
could periodically be quenched in liquid
nitrogen so that

SAXS

TEM experiments could be performed and a real space

data could be obtained.
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